Markets at varying speeds:
who won the gold medal?
Asia Pacific Property Digest | Q2 2016

Dear Reader,
The Asia Pacific property markets are running at varying speeds. During 2Q16, investors were active in
Japan and Singapore, while corporate demand drove further rental gains in Hong Kong and Sydney.
China and India had a quieter quarter. Who won the gold medal? – read on!
You can view the report online at http://www.jllapsites.com/research/appd-online/.
As always, the Research team welcomes your feedback.
Best regards,
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ASIA PACIFIC ECONOMY

Increased uncertainty but region still solid
Asia Pacific as a whole put in a solid performance in 2Q16, although the results were diverse across
individual economies. At one end of the spectrum, India continued to outperform and recent
parliamentary support for the long awaited Goods and Services Tax is a major reform success. At the
other end, Japan remained challenged on many fronts, including business spending which contracted for
a second straight quarter.
Meanwhile China and Australia held up reasonably well on the back of accommodative policies. Further
policy support may be necessary in China given the latest July figures which were weaker than expected
and – similar to Japan – indicate an increasing reluctance by the private sector to invest.
Asia Pacific likely to weather Brexit
Like the rest of the world, regional financial markets reacted swiftly
to the shock Brexit vote. A flight to safety saw the Japanese Yen
surge on the news, while government bond yields in some countries
such as Australia reached record lows.

visitor arrivals and weak domestic demand, although a glimmer of
hope was offered in July with a modest pickup in tourist numbers. In
Australia, retail sales were underwhelming in June, growing at their
slowest pace in nearly three years.

Governments provide policy support to boost growth

The broader economic impacts are still unfolding but AP should be
able to weather the fallout, assuming the UK and broader European
impacts are not severe. Exports to the UK only account for a very
small percentage of Asia Pacific’s economic output while UK
investment into the region is also moderate. The link with the
Eurozone is notably larger but at this stage we do not expect any
major impacts from Brexit.

Governments across much of the region have been undertaking
an accommodative policy stance to support growth. Australia,
New Zealand, Indonesia and the Philippines are among the many
countries which have cut interest rates in recent months. Stimulus
packages have recently been unveiled in South Korea and Japan,
although the latter was met with disappointment by the markets.
Further policy support is likely over the rest of 2016.

Ongoing woes for the region’s exporters

Asia Pacific to continue to outperform

The prolonged weakness in global demand continues to affect
regional trade with exports still contracting in most markets
including China. Japan’s exports moved lower for a ninth straight
month in June, with the stronger Yen hampering competitiveness.

Moving into the second half of the year, the region and world face
some increased uncertainties – not only around Brexit, but also the
slowdown in China and the extent to which its government reins in
credit growth, the upcoming US election and any further rate hikes
by the US Fed.

Surging online retail sales in China
Retail sales in China are currently increasing by around 10% a year,
while online sales are growing by close to 30%. Japanese retail
sales are declining, underscoring fragile consumer sentiment while
the resurgent currency is hurting tourist spending. During the
quarter, retail sales in Hong Kong continued to be battered by falling

Asia Pacific is well placed to continue to outperform over the
remainder of 2016. Solid domestic demand in many local economies,
underpinned by rising incomes, low unemployment and supportive
macroeconomic policies is expected to see the region’s economy
continuing to grow at a decent pace – around 5% for the full year –
and three times faster than global growth.

Country

Real GDP Growth (%)

2016 Outlook

2015

2016F

China

6.9

6.5

Economic growth continues to soften, but infrastructure spending and other policy support should
bolster growth in the short term.

Japan

0.6

0.1

Ongoing weakness with the strong Yen a challenge.

India

7.2

7.5

Positive strides on policy reforms including GST, although speed of reform remains slow.

South Korea

2.6

2.7

Pick-up in growth amid gains in consumption and residential construction.

Australia

2.5

2.9

Low interest rates are supporting growth. Policy changes could be difficult given the returning
government’s reduced majority.

Indonesia

4.8

5.0

Improved optimism as the government moves forward with reforms.

Singapore

2.0

2.0

Ongoing challenges on both domestic and external fronts.

Hong Kong

2.4

0.9

Better than expected consumer spending and exports in 2Q, but growth outlook remains fragile.

Note: India revised its GDP methodology (including historical growth rates) in January 2015.
Source: Oxford Economics, August 2016

ASIA PACIFIC PROPERTY MARKET

Markets running at varying speeds
Halfway through the year, overall real estate activity levels have softened slightly, with both leasing and
investment volumes coming in 4 to 5% below the first half of 2015.
Similar to economic performance, individual markets have been running at varying speeds. During 2Q16,
investors were active in Japan and Singapore, while corporate demand drove further rental gains in
Hong Kong and Sydney. China and India had a quieter quarter.
Despite sluggish economic conditions, the gold medal for commercial real estate activity went to Japan,
which was the region’s biggest investment market, while Tokyo achieved the highest office leasing
volumes of any city across the region.
Increased uncertainty weighs on office leasing
Following decent growth in the first quarter, regional gross leasing
volumes fell by about 15% y-o-y in 2Q. Several factors contributed to
the decline, including stock market volatility earlier in the year, which
generally feeds through to leasing activity several months down the
track. In China, uncertainty around the slowdown and the clampdown
on peer-to-peer lending also had an impact, with volumes there
declining by around 40% y-o-y across the Tier 1 markets, although
there was also lower supply compared to a year earlier.

India’s volumes declined by a similar percentage, partly due to a
lack of available space in Bangalore where vacancy has fallen to a
very low 3%. The IT sector remained active across the country, but
demand from e-commerce firms slowed following a policy change
to create a ‘level playing field’ in the retail sector.
On the flip side, a number of markets recorded solid growth in
leasing. Tokyo achieved the highest volumes in AP, bolstered by
large ticket pre-commitments to upcoming supply. Hong Kong
volumes also grew solidly, supported by Mainland Chinese
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Figure 1: Outlook for Major Economies

Space shortages in some office markets
Half of all Asia Pacific Tier 1 markets recorded completions during
2Q, with most of Greater China, India, Tokyo, Sydney and Jakarta
seeing deliveries of Grade A space. Healthy pre-commitments
resulted in vacancy rates declining in many markets. Shortage of
space continues in markets such as Hong Kong and Tokyo, where
CBD vacancy is less than 2%, while at the other extreme, tenants
are currently enjoying numerous space options in markets such as
Jakarta, Perth and Delhi, where vacancy levels are over 20%.

Sydney tops the annual rental growth table
In aggregate, Asia Pacific Grade A office rents grew by 0.6% q-o-q,
the same pace as in 1Q. Bangalore saw the highest quarterly net
effective growth of 5% on the back of ongoing tech demand and low
vacancy, while on an annual basis, Sydney outperformed the rest of
the region with strong growth of 17%.
In China, the restrictions on P2P lending and cost-saving strategies
saw rental growth slow. Large upcoming supply contributed to
marginal growth in Tokyo, despite strong leasing and exceptionally
low vacancy. In Singapore, large supply and ongoing banking
consolidation contributed to further rental declines and an annual
fall of 14% – the second largest contraction in the region after Perth
where rents are now 20% lower than a year ago.

F&B remains appetising to retail landlords
Retailer demand remained largely in line with recent quarters in
China’s major retail markets, with F&B the main driver while kids’
brands were active in select malls. Landlords of high street shops
in Hong Kong continued to cut rents to lease space, while mall
landlords are being proactive about adjusting tenant mixes with an
increased focus on F&B. Generally, healthy demand was witnessed
in Tokyo’s prime areas but some retailers were cautious about
expansion amid slowing luxury sales. Ongoing staffing constraints
and cautious spending intentions of consumers impacted retailer
demand in Singapore. International retailers continued to be a key
driver of leasing activity in Australia.
Figure 2: Office Rental & Capital Value Changes
Yearly % Changes, 2Q16

Residential sales tick up in Hong Kong & Singapore
Home buying activity cooled in Shanghai after the local government
introduced new tightening measures at the end of 1Q in response to
a surge in prices. The slowing sales momentum resulted in prices
stabilising during 2Q. Meanwhile sales volumes ticked up in Hong
Kong and Singapore as developer incentives enticed some buyers
to return to the market. Despite the recent improvement in sales
activity, we don’t expect much upside to prices in these two cities
over the short term.

Commercial investment slows moderately
Commercial real estate investment activity continues to be
supported by ample liquidity and the low cost of capital. In 2Q,
AP investment volumes slipped by 8% y-o-y to USD 28 billion and
continued the slightly more subdued pace seen since the start of
the year. Volumes were down in China (–24%), Hong Kong (– 59%)
and Australia (–3%), partly due to less assets for sale.
Japan bucked the trend, accounting for a quarter of total investment
activity and with volumes up 16% y-o-y. Despite fewer large deals,
more mid–size assets below USD 100 million were traded. Singapore
was also a bright spot, with volumes more than doubling y-o-y as
investor confidence improved following the sale of Asia Square
Tower 1, which was the single largest office tower deal in the
region.

Capital value growth also slows
On average Grade A office capital values across AP increased by
0.8% q-o-q and 6% y-o-y, still faster than rental growth but slowing
from the previous quarter. On an annual basis, Osaka continued to
top the regional ladder with values climbing by 21%, supported by
the very favourable borrowing environment in Japan. Double-digit
price growth was also recorded in Sydney, Shanghai and Auckland.

A stable second half in store
At this stage, we expect leasing markets in Asia Pacific to be
generally well insulated from the Brexit fallout as most of the
region’s demand comes from domestic occupiers. However, markets
with a higher presence of European and other Western companies
may see some increased delays in decision making that could
impact take-up. Given the year-to-date result for leasing volumes
and the increased economic uncertainties both in the region and
globally, we now expect AP office leasing volumes to be flat or
slightly up on last year.
Figure 3: Direct Commercial Real Estate Investment
2007–1H 2016
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financials and cost-saving relocations. Singapore volumes
improved, with a number of pre-commitments and take-up in newer
buildings. In Australia, overall leasing volumes fell by about 5%
y-o-y, with the resources market of Perth remaining weak. However,
Sydney continued its good run of growth, with traditional occupier
groups such as finance, insurance and professional services
leasing space during the quarter.

0
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2011

2012

2013

Japan

China

Australia

Hong Kong

South Korea

Other

2014

2015

1H 2016

Singapore

Figures refer to transactions over USD 5 million in office, retail, hotels and industrial
Source: JLL (Real Estate Intelligence Service), 2Q16
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Figure 4: Rental Property Clocks, 2Q16
Grade A Office

Prime Retail
Seoul, Guangzhou

Taipei

Hong Kong,
Auckland
Wellington
Manila

Sydney

Kuala Lumpur
Singapore

Shanghai

Shanghai
Tokyo, Bangkok

Guangzhou
Beijing

Jakarta

Beijing

Kuala Lumpur

Growth
Slowing

Rents
Falling

Rents
Rising

Decline
Slowing

Tokyo^, Bangkok

Singapore
Auckland
Jakarta,
Manila

Melbourne, Osaka
Bengaluru
Canberra

Growth
Slowing

Rents
Falling

Rents
Rising

Decline
Slowing

Mumbai
Delhi, Wellington

Delhi, Ho Chi Minh City
Chennai
Mumbai

Brisbane

Bengaluru

Perth
Hanoi,
Adelaide

Chennai, Melbourne*

Note: Clock positions for the office sector relate to the main submarket in each city.

Prime Residential

Sydney*, SE Queensland*

*Regional
^High Street Shops/Multi-level High Street

Industrial

Guangzhou, Bangkok

Jakarta

Shanghai, Hong Kong

Hong Kong

Singapore
(Logistics)
Singapore
(Business Park)

Beijing
Shanghai
Beijing

Hong Kong^

Kuala Lumpur

Growth
Slowing

Rents
Falling

Rents
Rising

Decline
Slowing

Tokyo
Auckland

Growth
Slowing

Rents
Falling

Rents
Rising

Decline
Slowing

Manila

Singapore*

Wellington

Sydney
Melbourne

*Luxurious

Brisbane

*Logistics (Hong Kong, Shanghai, Beijing, Greater Tokyo)

Source: JLL (Real Estate Intelligence Service), 2Q16
Note: Clock positions for the office sector relate to the main submarket in each city.

The commercial real estate investment market should remain
largely stable over the second half of the year. Japan and Australia,
with their attractive yield spreads and safe haven nature, will
remain on the radar of investors, while improving investor sentiment
for Singapore and India could translate into an active period for
these two markets.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Dr Jane Murray joined JLL in 1998 and in 2005
was appointed as Head of Research – Asia
Pacific. In this role, Jane leads a team of
160 professional researchers in the region,
which forms part of a network of over 400
researchers in 65 countries around the globe.
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Limited supply! What next for Bengaluru?
Bengaluru, the IT capital of India, is facing a major challenge of
limited supply available for leasing amid strong demand. The city
had an overall vacancy rate of 3.8% against a total stock of
98 million sq ft of office space in 2Q16. By end-2016, the city’s
vacancy is likely to be still under 5% which is similar to vacancy
seen in some of Asia Pacific’s mature markets. A natural
consequence of this is rents moving upwards by as much as 10–15%
over the next 12– 18 months. Occupiers in immediate need of space
and budget conscious start-up firms are working on some
interesting solutions for their office requirements.
A few of the solutions that occupiers in Bengaluru are either
adopting or are planning to adopt are:
•

Suburban locations: Some occupiers may opt for wellconnected suburban locations that were not preferred earlier.
In Bengaluru, demand is likely to expand from the eastern and
southern submarkets to the northern submarkets.

•

Improving efficiency: A few other occupiers are opting for
improving the efficiency of existing space to accommodate
their immediate space requirements. They are also adopting
smart space or hot-desking for their sales and marketing staff
who do not use the office space throughout the day.

•

Short-term leases: Occupiers are also opting for short-term
leases in Grade B buildings or incubation space. Interestingly a
couple of occupiers are working on replacing manpower with
technology where ever possible.

•

Multiple shifts: Some occupiers, especially a few business
process outsourcing firms are remodelling their operations
plan to introduce working in shifts so that the space can be
used multiple times.

•

Co-working or business centres: While all of this was seen
earlier some time some place, what is more interesting to note
is that co-working or business centre models are gaining in
popularity for short-term expansion plans and especially among
start-ups.

•

Innovative alternatives: Start-ups in Bengaluru have come up
with extremely innovative workspace solutions that are within
their often limited budget. A few start-ups are operating out
of cafes that provide Wi-Fi and charge on an hourly or daily
basis to use the space not reserved for F&B, and sometimes
they are operating out of unused rooms or space in residences.

Co-working is also gaining prominence as companies providing
such solutions are coming up with space options that are cost
effective. A few such companies are Awfis Space Solutions,
BHIVE Workspace, GreenBubbles Startup Services, Silicon
Business Space, 365 Shared Office Space and Cowork Café.
Necessity is the mother of invention. This is what Bengaluru is
witnessing at present. High demand amid limited supply and rising
rents has led to many innovative, alternative space ideas and we
foresee more such strategies coming up in the future.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Trivita Roy is an Associate Director of
Research for JLL in India, based in Bengaluru.
She is responsible for managing the South
India Research operations. Trivita also
regularly contributes to thought leadership
reports on India and quarterly publications for
our Real Estate Intelligence Service (REIS).
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Impact of a new global index for property
The Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) framework was
launched by MSCI and Standard and Poor’s in 1999 to provide a set
of indices to measure stock market performance. For the first time a
new GICS sector is about to be introduced – real estate.

Table 1: New GICS Sector for Real Estate
Sector

Industry
Group

Industry

Sub-Industry

Key Points:
•

•

•

•
•

The rationale to add real estate as a sector to the GICS
classification is that investors are increasingly viewing real
estate as its own distinct asset class, rather than a subindustry within the broader financial sector (Refer Table 1).
Changes to the GICS hierarchy may lead to a re-pricing of REITs
and an increased focus on the REIT to direct real estate pricing
relationship.
It is likely that portfolio rebalancing will result in additional
capital flows into REITs, and may result in REITs seeking to
acquire additional assets.
A shift from unlisted to listed funds may be expected if it
becomes easier for listed funds to raise capital.
The JLL Global Real Estate Transparency Index (2016) indicates
that most Asia Pacific markets ranked within the bottom 60
per cent of global markets by composite score. A potential
shift to listed REITs will increase the level of publicly available
information, a step towards improved transparency in these
markets.

Real Estate sector standing tall: The separation of real estate from
the financial sector is expected to see real estate trading on its
own fundamentals, not finance sector fundamentals. The new real
estate sector is likely to be a low beta, cyclical, high dividend yield
category, more closely aligned with direct property markets.
Short-term impact: ‘If you change the way you look at things, the
things you look at change’: so said the motivational speaker Wayne
Dyer. Changes to the risk and return profile for established portfolios
will demand a better understanding of the returns and risks
associated with the real estate sector.
A temporary increase in market volatility is expected from
rebalancing of portfolios by funds that are compelled to change
their weightings because of mandates.
Long-term impact: The increased profile of real estate as a standalone asset class is expected to attract interest for new specialised
real estate sub-industries. The increased interest may lead to
securitisation of the new specialised sub-industries and growth in
IPOs for the real estate sector.
An increased focus on standardisation of data will allow more
accurate cross border comparisons. These factors may lead to
sector consolidation due to a potential increase in M&A activity.

Diversified REITs
Industrial REITs
Hotel & Resort REITs

Equity Real Estate
Investment Trusts
(REITs) (rename
and new code)
Real Estate
(new Sector
and code)

Office REITs
Health Care REITs
Residential REITs
Retail REITs

Real State
(new code)

Specialised REITs
Diversified Real Estate
Activities
Real Estate
Management
& Development
(new code)

Real Estate Operating
Companies
Real Estate
Development
Real Estate Services

Source: MSCI and S&P Dow Jones Indices, JLL

Asia Pacific REITs: Australia has always had a stand-alone listed
REIT sector, which allows us to analyse how an Asia Pacific REIT
index might perform. Broadly, history suggests that within the
Australian market A-REITs:
•
•
•

are more volatile than direct property,
are lead indicators for direct property, and
offer similar returns to direct investment in real estate over the
long term.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lesley Buxton joined JLL as a Market
Research Analyst in 2015. In his current role,
he is responsible for coverage of the Sydney
CBD, North Shore and Sydney Fringe office
markets. Lesley is currently studying for a
Masters of Applied Finance at Macquarie
University, Sydney.
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The buzz in Singapore’s capital market
After numerous quarters of slow activity, Singapore’s capital
market[i] stirred to life with some 170 deals sealed in 2Q16, up 39%
from the 122 concluded in 1Q16. The sales value amounting to SGD
7.73 billion is the highest since the last peak in 3Q13, representing
a 168% surge from the SGD 2.89 billion recorded in 1Q16, and
equivalent to a 71% increase from the SGD 4.51 billion in 2Q15.
Figure 1: 2Q16 Sales Value Highest Since the Last Peak in 3Q13
16
14
SGD Million

12
10
8
6
4
2
0

1Q13 2Q13 3Q13 4Q13 1Q14 2Q14 3Q14 4Q14 1Q15 2Q15 3Q15 4Q15 1Q16 2Q16

Source : JLL Research

Major deals in 2Q16 included the acquisitions of two office
buildings – Asia Square Tower 1 for SGD 3.4 billion by sovereign
wealth fund Qatar Investment Authority and Straits Trading Building
for SGD 560 million[ii] by Indonesian tycoon Dr Tahir, and the
collective sale of the residential estate Shunfu Ville for
SGD 638 million to Chinese developer Qingjian Realty.
The buzz in Singapore’s capital market continued even after
Britain’s vote to exit the European Union (Brexit) heightened
macro-economic uncertainties. For example, on 29 June, a prime
residential State land site had attracted 13 bids at closing and the
top bid of SGD 1,239 per sq ft was the highest received for a purely
residential site under the Government Land Sales Programme.
Other major deals concluded following Brexit included Mapletree
Commercial Trust’s acquisition of the office and business park
components of Mapletree Business City Phase I for SGD 1.78 billion

[i]

Encompassing private transactions above SGD 5 million and all government land
sales.
[ii] Translating to a record enbloc unit price of SGD 3,520 per sq ft for office space in
Singapore.
[iii] The year in which JLL started collecting data on global capital flows.

and City Developments Ltd’s acquisition for SGD 411 million of Wing
Tai’s interest in Summervale Properties – the owner and developer
of Nouvel 18, a prime residential development in Singapore.
Indeed, Singapore’s capital market appears to be witnessing a
turnaround in investor sentiment. This has been fuelled partly by the
value proposition of assets given the price adjustment over the past
year or more. Also, there is the expectation of a market recovery
to be led by the prime residential segment, potentially from 1H17.
Investors with long-term investment horizons are also attracted to
Singapore’s sound fundamentals and are confident of the citynation’s prospects.
These factors are likely to continue to drive Singapore’s capital
market over the next 6 to 12 months. In fact, the Asia Square Tower
1 transaction represented the largest single-asset real estate deal
in the Asia Pacific region and the second largest single-tower real
estate deal globally since 2004[iii]. This has raised Singapore’s profile
as a choice destination for cross-border investments and put the
country firmly back on the radar of international investors. Together
with Singapore’s conducive business environment and political
stability, this could put the country in good stead to vie for some of
the global funds looking for a safe haven in the wake of Brexit.
Price mismatches, however, will remain a key obstacle hindering
transactions but, nonetheless, the recent rise in deals should
provide buyers and sellers with enough reference prices against
which to benchmark their expectations. This could help narrow the
price gap and improve deal prospects.
And with more owners putting their properties up for sale to take
advantage of the current buying momentum, the buzz in Singapore’s
capital market looks likely to continue.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tay Huey Ying is the Head of Research for JLL
in Singapore. She oversees a team of analysts
in conducting market research and publishing
thought leadership papers on all sectors of
Singapore’s property market. Huey Ying is also
JLL’s media spokesperson on matters relating
to the Singapore property market
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China logistics: on sale?
A lack of tradable assets has long been a major barrier to
investment activity in China’s burgeoning logistics property market.
Most developers have been reluctant to sell properties over the
past few years, as they have focused on building up nation-wide
networks serving the country’s exponentially growing e-commerce
market. As such, since 2013 investment into China’s logistics market
has been dominated by entity-level transactions, with investors
pouring around USD 10 billion into logistics developers in China to
help grow their presence.
In mid-2015, however, Australian developer Goodman placed a
portfolio of four China properties onto the market, and easily sold
three of them within a few months. Goodman’s move made ripples
as it was interpreted as a ‘test’ of the investment market – a number
of major developers have since sent out teasers to place part of
their assets onto the market as well. Such activities have given
some observers the impression that China’s logistics market is
on sale, and even provoked concerns that foreign developers are
leaving China.
Are they?
Not really. Despite a slowdown in rental growth in recent quarters,
logistics warehouses remain the most sought-after asset class
in China. An analysis of the developers’ sales sheds light on their
motives for divesting some assets.

Far from signaling that developers are retreating from China, the
recent transactions in fact point toward the opposite. If anything,
they show that China’s logistics market is reaching a new stage of
maturity with increasing investment activity.

We noticed that the developers tend to market single assets or
small portfolios, and usually in lower tier cities. Meanwhile, they
hold onto projects in premium locations (such as Shanghai and
Beijing) because supply will be extremely constrained in these
places. The properties put up for sale are considered ‘replaceable’
assets, and selling them will provide the developers with abundant
capital for future developments in China.
Developers’ capital partners may be another factor in the sales. In
order to persuade investors to provide further capital injections,
developers need to present actual transactions with extraordinary
returns. In addition, feedback from potential buyers can be a
good guidance for investors and developers when adjusting their
development plans.
Moreover, developers have been selectively marketing their assets
to potential buyers. They often choose to sell properties to smaller
players or even newcomers instead of direct competitors, indicating
that they are neither leaving China nor in a hurry to get the assets
off their hands. On the contrary, they all have plans for future
developments in order to expand their market share in China.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jenson Zhang specialises in the logistics
sector, covering Shanghai and major Yangtze
River Delta markets for JLL’s quarterly
publications. He also regularly contributes
consulting reports on the logistics sector. In
addition to his work in logistics, Mr. Zhang
also researches and writes regular reports on
the retail and residential markets in Tier II
cities in the Yangtze River Delta.

Need Asia Pacific rents and
capital values on the move?
Download JLL’s DataTouch today and access Office, Retail, Residential, Hotels and Industrial
market data from your smartphone or tablet. Wherever you are.
www.jll.com/datatouch
Jones Lang LaSalle
© 2016 Jones Lang LaSalle IP, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Office

“Central rentals are now at their highest level
since the Global Financial Crisis.”
Denis Ma, Head of Research, Hong Kong

120

11.0%

HKD 107.4

STAGE IN CYCLE

Growth
Slowing

Limited availability and rising rentals in Central led to a new round of
decentralisation, with a handful of international law firms relocating their
offices to Hong Kong East; marking the first time this has occurred in the local
market. In Central, leasing activity continued to be driven by demand from
PRC financial services firms.

•

China Life Insurance’s decision to return 187,500 sq ft at One HarbourGate
West Tower in Hunghom, which they acquired in 4Q15, to the leasing market
and several sizable lease expiries led to a net withdrawal of 58,400 sq ft in the
overall market.
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RENTAL
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MORE COMPANIES SEEK OFFICE SPACE OUTSIDE OF CENTRAL

Financial Indices

4Q12
4Q13
Rental Value Index

4Q14
4Q15
4Q16
Capital Value Index

Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL
Financial Indicators are for Central.

Physical Indicators

FIRST COMMERCIAL SITE IN KAI TAK TO BE SOLD VIA TENDER
•

The government will release the first commercial site within the Kai Tak
Development Area for sale via public tender in 3Q16. Located near Kai Tak
Station along the Shatin to Central Link, NKIL 6557 is expected to yield a total
commercial GFA of 1.1 million sq ft, about 10% of the total developable office
GFA within the area.

•

Billion Development’s Grade A office projects at 3 Tai Yau Street in San Po
Kong (208,700 sq ft) and 1 On Kwan Street in Shek Mum (215,500 sq ft), and
Hong Kong Science Park Buildings 20E and 22E (245,800 sq ft) in Pak Shek Kok
were completed in 2Q16.
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LIMITED AVAILABILITY SUPPORTS RENTAL GROWTH IN CENTRAL
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Against a tight vacancy environment, rents in Central grew by 2.3% q-o-q
in 2Q16 to reach their highest level since the Global Financial Crisis. Over in
Kowloon East, however, increasing supply side competition saw rents retreat
for the first time since 4Q14, down 1.1% q-o-q.

•

Amid a shortage of major en bloc deals, investment volumes for office
properties over HKD 20 million fell by 80% q-o-q in 2Q16. Capital values,
nonetheless, remained firm across the market on the back of record high
pricing for transactions in the previous quarter.
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, take-up, completions and vacancy
rates are year-end annual. For 2016, take-up,
completions and vacancy rates are as at 1H16,
while future supply is for 2H16.
Physical Indicators are for the Overall market.

OUTLOOK: COST SAVING OPPORTUNITIES EMERGING IN NON-CORE AREAS
•

Any potential headwinds arising from Brexit will likely be offset by sustained
growth of PRC financial services firms, especially in Central, over the near
term. However, the pace of decentralisation is likely to gain momentum amid
rising rentals and completion of new supply in non-core areas.

•

Rents are expected to grow across most submarkets in 2016, advancing
5–10% in Central on the back of a tight vacancy environment. Rents in
Kowloon markets, however, are likely to retreat slightly owing to increasing
supply side pressure.

Note: Hong Kong Office refers to Hong Kong’s Overall Grade A office market.

“CBD rents edge lower as landlords take a
more conservative stance on the market.”
Steven McCord, Head of Research, North China

SQM PER MONTH,
NET EFFECTIVE ON GFA

2.4%

RMB 385

STAGE IN CYCLE

Growth
Slowing

COST-SENSITIVE FOREIGN FIRMS RELOCATE TO CUT EXPENDITURES

•

Financial Indices

A small, but growing number of relocations from high-rental Finance Street
were recorded, as foreign companies sought cheaper rents in the CBD.
Vacancies were filled by domestic finance firms. Foreign firms from other
sectors also acted conservatively to save on rents, relocating from the CBD to
Third Embassy and from Third Embassy to Wangjing.
In the CBD, negative net take-up was recorded for a second straight quarter
as landlords showed caution towards P2P lenders after local authorities
increased monitoring of these firms. In addition to relocating from the CBD,
foreign firms also returned space there as they downsized, contributing to the
weak absorption.
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GRADE A COMPLETIONS DRIVE ABSORPTION, PUSH UP VACANCY
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Rental Value Index
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Capital Value Index

•

Driving up market vacancy slightly, the 100,000 sqm Genesis building entered
the market in Third Embassy. Attracting interest from tenants citywide, the
Grade A building was largely committed, while a significant amount of its
remaining space was under negotiation.

Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL
Financial Indicators are for the CBD.

•

Overall net absorption reached its highest point since early 2011, after
the huge Grade A Yuetan Nanjie project (255,500 sqm) in Finance Street
completed with four self-use buildings and one for-lease building that was
mostly committed.

Physical Indicators

•

Overall rental growth slowed noticeably, recording marginal growth in the
quarter. CBD and Third Embassy landlords decreased rents in response to
rising vacancy. Finance Street was an exception and landlords there
managed to raise rents despite new completions and relocations due to
strong pent-up demand in the submarket.
Mismatched pricing expectations between buyers and sellers continued to
restrain Grade A en bloc sales in Beijing. Meanwhile, several business park
projects in emerging areas were transacted in the quarter.

OUTLOOK: PERFORMANCE WILL VARY BY SUBMARKET; FINANCE STREET TO LEAD
•

Finance Street should continue to enjoy strong demand from domestic finance
and government-related companies, allowing for significant rental growth
despite relocations by foreign tenants to other submarkets.

•

However, CBD and Third Embassy forecasts were downgraded as both
foreign and domestic demand continue to soften; by year-end, rental declines
in both submarkets are expected to offset rental gains in Finance Street,
contributing to moderate overall growth.

Note: Beijing Office refers to Beijing’s Overall Grade A office market.
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RENTAL GROWTH FLATTENS AS SOFTER CONDITIONS HOLD LANDLORDS BACK
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, take-up, completions and vacancy
rates are year-end annual. For 2016, take-up,
completions and vacancy rates are as at 1H16,
while future supply is for 2H16.
Physical Indicators are for the Overall market.

“Companies are increasingly keen on improving
workplace efficiency and productivity.”
Daniel Yao, Director - Research, Shanghai

130

Index
100

RMB 10.6

Growth
Slowing

•

As co-working operators quickly expand in Shanghai, a growing number of
corporate tenants are also adopting co-working elements in their workplace
strategies with the goals of increasing workplace efficiency, talent retention
rates and internal collaboration.
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4Q13
Rental Value Index

4Q14
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4Q16
Capital Value Index

Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL
Financial Indicators are for the CBD.

Physical Indicators
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ONE NEW PROJECT REACHES COMPLETION IN THE PUDONG CBD
•

Century Link T1 (64,580 sqm, GFA), located in the Zhuyuan CBD, reached
completion. The Puxi CBD had no new supply for the third consecutive quarter.

•

In the decentralised market, Hopson International Center (63,245 sqm, GFA)
reached completion. The project is located in Yangpu, at the core of the
Wujiaochang cluster.

CBD RENTS CONTINUE TO GROW ALBEIT AT A LOWER RATE

800

12

7.5%

STAGE IN CYCLE

While domestic finance companies and multinational retailers continued to
be active in the CBD, some tenants are being priced out of the CBD market
due to strong rental growth over the past year. An increasing number of such
tenants looked to emerging CBDs like the Railway Station and the North Bund
for more affordable options.
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HIGH CBD RENTS PUSH SOME TENANTS TO SEEK DECENTRALISED OPTIONS
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, take-up, completions and vacancy
rates are year-end annual. For 2016, take-up,
completions and vacancy rates are as at 1H16,
while future supply is for 2H16.
Physical Indicators are for the CBD.

•

In view of competition from the decentralised market, CBD landlords became
more cautious in their rental expectations. Puxi Grade A rents edged up
only 0.6% q-o-q in 2Q16, the slowest pace in the past six quarters. Similarly,
Pudong Grade A rental growth decelerated from the previous quarter’s 1.7%
to 1.1% q-o-q in 2Q16.

•

Although there were limited office sales transactions in 2Q16, demand for
Shanghai office assets remained strong. Real Power Capital purchased
Evergo Tower in Xuhui District from China Estates for RMB 1.15 billion.

OUTLOOK: MODERATE RENTAL GROWTH EXPECTED IN 2H16
•

Much of the CBD supply in 2016 is concentrated in the second half of the year.
While demand is expected to remain solid, vacancy is expected to rise as the
market takes time to absorb the incoming supply. Large supply and the fastmaturing decentralised market should limit rental growth in the CBD.

•

As office assets in Shanghai remain highly sought after, especially by
domestic investors, a number of vendors are increasing their expectations on
en bloc sales prices, which are likely to result in further yield compression.

Note: Shanghai Office refers to Shanghai’s Overall Grade A office market, consisting of Pudong, Puxi and
the decentralised areas.

“Subdued MNC demand and restrictions on
finance companies; however, other local sectors
remain active.”

GUANGZHOU

Silvia Zeng, Head of Research, South China

SQM PER MONTH,
NET EFFECTIVE ON GFA

5.3%

RMB 168

STAGE IN CYCLE

Rents
Stable

NET TAKE-UP PICKS UP AFTER SLOW START TO THE YEAR, BUT CAUTION REMAINS

•

Financial Indices

Overall leasing volume rose, led by domestic tenants from non-traditional
banking and finance industries. Many leasing transactions were concluded in
April, possibly also partly the legacy of seasonally-low transaction volumes in
1Q16. MNCs continued to exercise caution, with the majority renewing their
leases or relocating to lower cost buildings.
Overall net absorption was spurred by good pre-commitment in the two
buildings which entered the market during the quarter, with overall take-up
increasing significantly on the previous quarter’s low level.
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VACANCY ALMOST UNCHANGED DESPITE NEW SUPPLY

•

New completions Kingold Century and Lai Fung Tower added almost 150,000
sqm to the market. Guangzhou’s total Grade A office stock increased to
4,390,000 sqm, with further supply expected in the remaining half of 2016.
Both new completions entered the market with pre-commitment rates
in excess of 70%, and as a result, vacancy actually edged down by 0.1
percentage points during the quarter.

SUPPLY PRESSURES SUBDUE RENTAL GROWTH, CAPITAL VALUES GROW STEADILY
•

Primary strata sales remained subdued in the quarter due to limited core-area
options. The emerging areas such as Pazhou are attracting more enquiries
from investors looking for alternatives to core areas. Asking prices rose only
moderately, with overall secondary capital values increasing 1.1% q-o-q.

OUTLOOK: MNC AND FINANCE-RELATED DEMAND TO COOL
•

•

Slowing enquiries from MNCs, combined with registration restrictions on
wealth management and financing companies as of May is likely to weigh on
overall market sentiment. Despite this, local upgrade and expansion demand
from other industries should be relatively healthy and continue to underpin
leasing activity in the short term.
As almost 1 million sqm of new supply is still expected in the upcoming 12
months, supply pressures should become more evident and push vacancy
upwards, keeping overall rents flat over the same period. Growth should begin
to pick up pace in the latter part of 2017, driven by the core ZJNT area.

Note: Guangzhou Office refers to Guangzhou’s Overall Grade A office market.
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Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL
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•

Despite the net absorption increment in 2Q16, most landlords were concerned
about tenant outflow to new buildings and thus were willing to maintain rental
levels to retain current tenants. Also, the prospect of yet more upcoming
supply restrained rent growth in 2Q16, rising just 0.7% q-o-q to RMB 168 per
sqm per month.
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, take-up, completions and vacancy
rates are year-end annual. For 2016, take-up,
completions and vacancy rates are as at 1H16,
while future supply is for 2H16.
Physical Indicators are for the Overall market.

“Stable leasing activity while investors
wait on the side-lines.”
Jamie Chang, Head of Research, Taiwan

150

2.6%

NTD 3,117

STAGE IN CYCLE

Rents
Stable

Net take-up increased to 5,400 ping in the quarter with demand primarily
coming from tenants upgrading to Grade A or premium grade space.
Corporations in the finance, high-tech, IT and online gaming industries were
the most active in signing leases in 2Q16.

•

Net absorption continued to be concentrated in the Xinyi submarket, with
MNCs leasing mid-to-large sized units. Net take-up in Dunhua North reached
2,000 ping and a notable deal involved a domestic bank leasing space
following a merger.
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RELOCATIONS CONTINUE TO SUPPORT DEMAND

Financial Indices

NO ADDITIONAL SUPPLY
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Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL
Financial Indicators are for Xinyi.

•

Overall vacancy dropped moderately by 0.8 percentage points to 9.8%.
However, landlords releasing self-use space tempered the fall.

•

New supply planned for 2016 is rather limited with only one project expected
to be completed in the Non-Core CBD, adding 32,000 ping of floor space of
which 88% is committed for self-use.

RENTAL GROWTH DRIVEN BY DECREASING VACANCY

Physical Indicators

•

Average rent for the overall market rose slightly to NTD 2,649 per ping per
month as landlords of buildings with decreasing vacancy and recently
completed building increased rents.

•

Investment volumes were recorded at NTD 22.4 billion in 2Q16, 50% higher
than the previous quarter. In 1H16, sales volumes totalled NTD 31.4 billion, the
second lowest first half total in the past eight years.
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OUTLOOK: CONTINUED DEMAND FOR RELOCATIONS; MODERATE RENT GROWTH
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Existing tenants are expected to continue to look for upgrade options.
Moderate rental growth should be supported by limited new supply and
declining vacancy.

•

The Taiwan Central Bank lowered the policy rate in 2Q16 and this in turn
reduced the minimum yield requirement that domestic insurers’ must meet for
real estate acquisitions to 2.345%. With estimates showing that the ten largest
insurers have NTD 4.2 trillion available for real estate investments, it is likely
that these companies will look for further opportunities to deploy capital both
at home and abroad.
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, take-up, completions and vacancy
rates are year-end annual. For 2016, take-up,
completions and vacancy rates are as at 1H16,
while future supply is for 2H16.
Physical Indicators are for the Overall market.

Note: Taipei Office refers to Taipei’s Overall Grade A office market.

“Rent growth slows despite low vacancy as
occupiers are aware of the large volume of supply
coming online.”

TOKYO

Takeshi Akagi, Head of Research, Japan

TSUBO PER MONTH,
GROSS ON NLA

3.9%

JPY 35,777

STAGE IN CYCLE

Growth
Slowing

NET TAKE-UP IN 1H16 NEARS FULL-YEAR 2015 LEVEL

•

Financial Indices

Labour market conditions remained healthy with May’s unemployment rate at
3.2% and the jobs to applicant ratio at 1.36. The June Tankan Survey indicated
corporate sentiment for large manufacturers remained resilient while sentiment
for non-manufacturers deteriorated for the second consecutive quarter.
Net absorption of 223,000 sqm was recorded in 2Q16 and pushed the 1H16
total to 303,000 sqm, nearly 90% of the annual total last year. New supply
completed in the quarter had healthy commitment rates and existing
buildings saw relatively strong absorption. Most occupier activity came from
firms in professional services, finance and insurance, and information and
communication industries.
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•

New supply in 2Q16 totalled 188,000 sqm, increasing total stock by 2.5% q-o-q.
Otemachi Financial City Grand Cube (NLA 108,000 sqm) and Tokyo Garden
Terrace Kioicho (NLA 80,000 sqm) both completed in the quarter.

•

The vacancy rate stood at 1.8% at end-2Q16, decreasing 50 bps q-o-q and 150
bps y-o-y.
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VACANCY MOVES BELOW 2%
•
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Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL
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Rents averaged JPY 35,777 per tsubo per month at end-2Q16, increasing 0.4%
q-o-q and 3.9% y-o-y. Rent growth was registered for the 17th consecutive
quarter, albeit at a slower pace compared with 1Q16. The strongest rent
growth was in the Shinjuku submarket.
Capital values increased 0.4% q-o-q and 9.4% y-o-y. Growth continued for the
15th consecutive quarter, reflecting moderate rent growth, but the pace of
growth slowed for the second consecutive quarter. Investment volumes were
healthy despite fewer large deals as investor confidence remained strong.
However, many sellers have opted to hold off on assets sales following the
introduction of a negative interest rate policy which has improved refinancing
conditions.

OUTLOOK: RENTS AND CAPITAL VALUES TO GROW MODERATELY
•

According to Oxford Economics, real GDP growth of 0.1% is expected for 2016
as weak global trade and market uncertainty weigh on growth. However, the
economy may receive a boost from further policy stimulus.

•

Vacancy rates are expected to rise slightly in part reflecting relatively soft
forward commitments to completions scheduled in the remainder of the year.
However, vacancy should remain at a low level and support modest rent
growth. Capital values are likely to grow in line with rents but there is room for
some further cap rate compression.

Note: Tokyo Office refers to Tokyo’s 5 Kus Grade A office market.
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For 2011 to 2015, take-up, completions and vacancy
rates are year-end annual. For 2016, take-up,
completions and vacancy rates are as at 1H16,
while future supply is for 2H16.

“Vacancy continues to move lower amid limited
supply but rent growth slows as demand
momentum eases.”

OSAKA

160

Index

JPY 16,857

Rents
Rising

•

Net absorption in 1H16 totalled 30,000 sqm and was on par with the average
witnessed over the past 10 years. However, net take-up slowed q-o-q in 2Q.
With no new supply scheduled in 2016, demand was concentrated in existing
buildings across the CBD. By industry, relocation activity was driven by
professional services, manufacturing, and information and communication.
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Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL
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VACANCY DIPS BELOW 4% FOR FIRST TIME SINCE 2008
•

No new supply entered the market in 2Q16.

•

The vacancy rate stood at 3.8% at end-2Q16, decreasing 70 bps q-o-q and 210
bps y-o-y. This represented the second consecutive quarter of decline. The
Nakanoshima submarket saw a notable decrease in vacant space.

RENT GROWTH SLOWS FOR FIRST TIME IN FIVE QUARTERS
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STAGE IN CYCLE

The labour market continued to show signs of strength with the
unemployment rate in May remaining low at 3.6%, while the jobs to applicant
ratio edged up to 1.27. The June Tankan Survey indicated corporate sentiment
for large manufacturers improved with the index rising 2 points; however,
sentiment for non-manufacturers declined slightly.
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NET ABSORPTION IN 1H16 IN LINE WITH THE PAST TEN-YEAR AVERAGE

Financial Indices
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Takeshi Akagi, Head of Research, Japan
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, take-up, completions and vacancy
rates are year-end annual. For 2016, take-up,
completions and vacancy rates are as at 1H16,
while future supply is for 2H16.

•

Rents averaged JPY 16,857 per tsubo per month at end-2Q16, increasing 0.8%
q-o-q and 5.2% y-o-y. Rent growth was registered for the eighth consecutive
quarter.

•

Capital values increased 1.6% q-o-q and 21.1% y-o-y. Growth continued for
the 11th consecutive quarter, but at a slower pace. A major sales transaction
in the quarter was Hankyu REIT’s disposal of Namba Hanshin Building for
JPY 3.23 billion.

OUTLOOK: RENTS AND CAPITAL VALUES TO GROW MODERATELY
•

According to a recent Bank of Japan Osaka survey, sentiment among large
manufacturers about the short-term outlook improved slightly. However, the
survey did not fully reflect the impact of Brexit on corporate sentiment.

•

Despite demand momentum slowing, vacancy is expected to be relatively stable
amid limited supply. Low vacancy should continue to support rent growth but at
a slower pace than witnessed in recent quarters. Capital values are expected to
rise, with the possibility of some further cap rate compression.

Note: Osaka Office refers to Osaka’s 2 Kus Grade A office market.

“A modest pick up in leasing activity unable to
offset the loss of Samsung C&T from Gangnam.”

SEOUL

Yongmin Lee, Head of Research, Korea

PYUNG PER MONTH,
NET EFFECTIVE ON GFA

3.8%

KRW 98,894

STAGE IN CYCLE

Growth
Slowing

SAMSUNG AFFILIATE COMPLETES RELOCATION TO PANGYO

•

Financial Indices

Overall net absorption was negative for the third straight quarter, recording
–12,700 pyung due to Samsung C&T (37,400 pyung) completing their relocation
from several Gangnam buildings, most notably Samsung C&T Seocho Tower
(8,500 pyung), to Alpha Dome in Pangyo.
Absorption was positive in Yeouido and the CBD due to a modest uptick in
expansion and upgrading activity. Notable deals included SK Telecom (3,100
pyung) expanding to 101 Pine Avenue from SKT Tower, SK Materials (1,100
pyung) upgrading from OCI Building to Gran Seoul and Korea Hydro & Nuclear
Power (880 pyung) arriving at KCCI (680 pyung).
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VACANCY SPIKES TO RECORD HIGH IN GANGNAM
No new office supply entered the market during the quarter; however,
negative absorption saw overall vacancy rise 80 bps q-o-q to 11.7%.

•

Gangnam vacancy spiked 350 bps q-o-q to a record high of 10.8%, although
occupancy is likely to improve during the second half of the year as Samsung
backfills vacant space with affiliates from the CBD.

MODEST RENT INCREASES IN STABILISED BUILDINGS
•

Improving investment sentiment during the quarter coupled with a 25 bps
decline in the base interest rate resulted in further yield tightening. Deal
activity remained above KRW1 trillion in 2Q15, indicating 2016 investment
volumes are likely to rebound from a weak 2015.

OUTLOOK: NEW SUPPLY AND WEAK DEMAND TO LIMIT RENT GROWTH
•

•

The scheduled completions of Parnas Tower in Gangnam and Daishin
Securities HQ in the CBD amidst a weak leasing environment are likely to
place further pressure on vacancy during the second half of the year.
The high level of stock currently in the market for sale and healthy investor
demand likely points to a pick-up in deal activity in the coming quarters.
However, economic uncertainty and record pricing levels are likely to see
investors favouring core assets with strong lease covenants.

Note: Seoul Office refers to Seoul’s Grade A office market.
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•

Despite weak absorption, rents increased 1.6% q-o-q as the spillover effect
of Samsung’s relocation appeared to be limited. Face rents increased at three
flagship CBD buildings while several other buildings with high occupancy
reduced rent-free allowances including FKI Tower, KT Tower, Center 1 and
Gran Seoul.
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Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL
Financial Indicators are for the CBD.
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“Lacklustre occupier demand amidst large
incoming supply continues to
weigh down office rents.”

SINGAPORE

130

SQ FT PER MONTH,
GROSS EFFECTIVE ON NLA

–12.7%

SGD 8.80

STAGE IN CYCLE

Rents
Falling

•

Overall CBD net take-up increased moderately despite the unnerving global
conditions ranging from the Brexit referendum to erratic growth trends in
the US economy. However, we do not expect the leasing situation to improve
drastically in the short term given the sluggish economy.

•

Demand in the quarter was driven by a variety of sectors with some tenants
seeking efficient space in this tenant favourable market. A more efficient
office space layout could generate long-term rental savings especially when
there is a reduction in area leased.
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MODERATE INCREASE IN CBD TAKE-UP DESPITE GLOOMY CONDITIONS

Financial Indices

VACANCY MAY INCREASE ON THE BACK OF LARGE SUPPLY AND WEAK OUTLOOK
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Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL
Financial Indicators are for the CBD.

•

Aside from the next supply wave of 2.8 million sq ft that is expected to come
on stream in 2H16, the pressure on vacancy rates is set to increase further as
the uncertain global outlook prompts occupiers to be cautious with their real
estate plans.

•

The potential downside risk on vacancy arising directly from the Brexit
referendum is expected to be minimal as the traditional office demand
driver – business services and financial institutions – serve mainly the Asia
Pacific region.
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RENTS CONTINUE THEIR STEADY DECLINE
•

Overall CBD rents declined for the fifth consecutive quarter as landlords
built up momentum in securing tenants. Buildings with a sizeable floor plate
attracted more attention from larger occupiers who were seeking space
efficiency and competitive rents.

•

The 2Q16 office investment market garnered much attention as Asia Square
Tower 1 was sold by BlackRock Real Estate to Qatar Investment Authority
for SGD 3.4 billion (approximately SGD 2,700 per sq ft), the largest office
transaction in Asia Pacific to date.
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Dr Chua Yang Liang, Head of Research, Southeast Asia
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, take-up, completions and vacancy
rates are year-end annual. For 2016, take-up,
completions and vacancy rates are as at 1H16,
while future supply is for 2H16.
Physical Indicators are for the CBD.

OUTLOOK: FURTHER DOWNSIDE RISKS TO WEIGH ON RENTS
•

The upcoming 2.8 million sq ft of office supply may result in some supply-led
demand but we expect that 2016 net take-up in the CBD could be slightly
lower than last year. Downside risks related to Brexit are likely to be limited.

•

Market yields are expected to compress further on the back of investors’
interest in prime buildings and the low interest rate environment which could
be prolonged in the short term due to the weak global economy outlook. The
capital value trend is likely to be similar to rents, but the decline should be at
a slower rate.

Note: Singapore Office refers to Singapore’s CBD Grade A office market in Marina Bay, Raffles Place,
Shenton Way, and Marina Centre.

“Despite a small q-o-q decline in rents, we believe
the office market remains healthy and should
continue to see robust demand in 2H16.”

BANGKOK

Andrew Gulbrandson, Head of Research, Thailand
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THB 816

STAGE IN CYCLE

Growth
Slowing

DEMAND FOR SPACE IN NEWLY COMPLETED BUILDINGS REMAINS STRONG

•

Financial Indices

Net absorption in 2Q16 totalled 29,000 sqm, a significant increase from the
7,000 sqm recorded in 1Q16. A number of new tenants continued moving into
the recently completed Bhiraj Tower @ EmQuartier as well as AIA Sathorn
and FYI Center.
Most of the larger tenants (e.g. more than 1,000 sqm) moving during the
quarter were multi-national firms across a range of industries, with limited
movement from domestic occupiers.
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NO NEW COMPLETIONS IN 2Q16
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Magnolia Ratchadamri Boulevard (6,000 sqm), the podium office component
of a larger mixed-use project that includes 316 units of ultra-luxury
condominiums and the first Waldorf Astoria hotel in Bangkok, delayed its
scheduled completion to 3Q16. The office space will be partially occupied by
the landlord, Debsirin Alumni Association.

Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL

As no Grade A office buildings completed in 2Q16, Grade A office stock in the
CBA remains unchanged while healthy net absorption caused the vacancy
rate to decline to 9.5% in the quarter from 11.0% in 1Q16.
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•

Net effective rents declined slightly q-o-q, from THB 7,625 per sqm per year in
1Q16 to THB 7,583 per sqm per year in 2Q16. The 0.6% q-o-q decline was due
mainly to landlords of older Grade A buildings lowering rents in order to keep
existing tenants from moving away to recently completed buildings.
In 2Q16, capital values slightly increased by 0.2% q-o-q to THB 114,025 per
sqm, while market yields compressed by 5 bps to 6.7%.

OUTLOOK: CONTINUED ROBUST DEMAND FOR NEW GRADE A SPACE
•

•

Annual net absorption is forecast to reach 63,000 sqm in 2016. Vacancy is
expected to decline gradually as tenants continue moving in to the recently
opened FYI Center project, which saw more than 70% of its space pre-leased
prior to opening earlier this year.
Given the limited supply in prime areas and strong demand for prime grade
office space in the CBA, rents are likely to continue to increase for the rest of
2016. However, lower renewal rents offered in some older Grade A buildings
and a large supply of relatively less expensive Grade A office space outside
the CBA, which is scheduled to complete over the next 12 months, should put
downward pressure on CBA rents.

Note: Bangkok Office refers to Bangkok’s CBA Grade A office market.
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RENTS AND YIELDS DECLINE SLIGHTLY WHILE CAPITAL VALUES INCREASE
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, take-up, completions and vacancy
rates are year-end annual. For 2016, take-up,
completions and vacancy rates are as at 1H16,
while future supply is for 2H16.

“Despite improving demand in 1H16, vacancy
continues to rise on the back of new supply.”
James Taylor, Head of Research, Indonesia
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STAGE IN CYCLE

Rents
Falling

Tenant sentiment remained relatively healthy in 2Q16 with demand coming
from a broad spectrum of industries. Banks, insurance companies and
professional services firms remained active and e-commerce firms continued
to seek out expansion space. Sustained low commodity prices meant that
demand from the oil & gas and mining sectors remained weak.

•

Due to the large volume of recently completed supply as well as a packed
supply pipeline, a number of tenants are looking to upgrade to new premises,
particularly given that decreasing rents are boosting affordability of highquality, well-located space. Some Grade B and C buildings continued to lose
tenants to their Grade A counterparts.
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TWO MORE NEW COMPLETIONS CAUSE VACANCY RATES TO RISE

Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL

•

After no new supply was completed in 2014, two more completions in 2Q16
meant that we have now seen new supply in the CBD in six successive
quarters. New supply in the quarter totalled around 140,000 sqm of premium
Grade A space.

Physical Indicators

•

Capital Place (90,000 sqm) was developed by GIC on Gatot Subroto and will
ultimately have direct back access to the Sudirman Central Business District
(SCBD). International Finance Centre Tower 2 (IFC 2) is a 50,000 sqm project
developed by Keppel Land and is located on Sudirman Road, adjacent to
tower 1 of the same development.
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JAKARTA

LANDLORDS CONTINUE TO DROP RENTS AMIDST RISING VACANCY
•

Grade A rents in Jakarta’s CBD began to fall in 3Q15 as new completions
began to drive up vacancy and quarterly rental declines have continued to
be recorded since that time. In 2Q16, relatively high vacancy rates meant that
tenants remained at an advantage in rental negotiations and Grade A rents
continued to fall (–2.8% q-o-q).

•

No en bloc sales transactions involving Grade A assets were closed during
the quarter. Nevertheless, investor interest from major Asia Pacific markets
remained strong. Development projects or forward purchases remained the
most likely point of entry for investors as sales of existing assets are rare.
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, take-up, completions and vacancy
rates are year-end annual. For 2016, take-up,
completions and vacancy rates are as at 1H16,
while future supply is for 2H16.

OUTLOOK: FURTHER RENTAL DECLINES LIKELY; VACANCY TO REMAIN HIGH
•

Demand from the oil & gas and mining sectors is likely to remain weak. We
expect upgrade demand to remain a theme as the packed supply pipeline
and falling rents provide tenants with more options. Continued competition
between CBD and non-CBD projects is also likely.

•

Vacancy is set to remain comfortably in double digits as more new supply
enters the market. As such, we expect landlords to remain flexible and further
single-digit quarterly rental decreases are likely over the next 12 months.

Note: Jakarta Office refers to Jakarta’s CBD Grade A office market.

“Weak global and domestic economic prospects
impact office demand.”
Veena Loh, Associate Director - Research, Malaysia

SQ FT PER MONTH,
GROSS ON NLA

–1.5%
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STAGE IN CYCLE

Rents
Falling

DECENTRALISED THRIVES WHILE CITY CENTRE STRUGGLES

•

Financial Indices

Demand remained subdued in the Kuala Lumpur City (KLC) submarket while
the Decentralised (DC) submarket continued to receive more interest.
Negative absorption was seen in KLC as landlords of old buildings struggled
to secure new tenants for vacated space.
Tenants were drawn to DC and some of the newest buildings in the submarket
gained almost full occupancy. The picture was very different in KLC, where
most of the newer buildings were more than half vacant.
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NO NEW SUPPLY

•

No new supply came on stream in either the KLC or the DC submarkets and
the completion of Menara JKG was delayed again.
Overall, the vacancy rate increased to 12.0% in 2Q16 due to negative
absorption in the KLC submarket. However, this was somewhat mitigated by
positive absorption in DC.

MIXED RENTAL PERFORMANCE
•

•

Average net rents in KLC decreased 0.7% q-o-q while DC showed a diverging
trend, with net rents increasing 0.2% q-o-q. In KLC, rents for top-grade office
buildings were generally stable but for lower grade office buildings they
continued to slide.

OUTLOOK: TENANTS’ MARKET AMID WEAK SENTIMENT
•

•

We do not foresee a significant impact on the office leasing market as a
result of the recent “Brexit” vote but it is likely to further subdue the already
cautious investment sentiment, causing investors to delay making investment
decisions.
The first line of the mass rail transit project is scheduled to begin operation
by end-2016. Line 1 is 51 km in length and will serve 31 stations, and upon
completion, should further benefit the DC submarket.

Note: Kuala Lumpur Office refers to Kuala Lumpur City’s Grade A office market consisting of Kuala Lumpur
City Centre (KLC) and Decentralised (DC) submarkets.
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Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL
Financial Indicators are for the Kuala Lumpur City
Centre.
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Investment yields were flat compared to the previous quarter and we
anticipate they will remain relatively stable as interest rates in Malaysia are
expected to remain unchanged but with some downside potential.
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, take-up, completions and vacancy
rates are year-end annual. For 2016, take-up,
completions and vacancy rates are as at 1H16,
while future supply is for 2H16.
Physical Indicators are for Kuala Lumpur City
Centre.

“High occupancy levels and robust office demand
continue to support healthy net absorption.”
Claro dG. Cordero, Jr., Head of Research, Philippines
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STAGE IN CYCLE

Rents
Rising

•

Net absorption in Makati CBD and Bonifacio Global City (BGC) remained
healthy in 2Q16 at 59,800 sqm. However, it was lower than 1Q16 due to high
occupancy levels among established and newly completed buildings.

•

Key leasing transactions in 2Q16 included a 1,100 sqm office space leased by
an O&O firm in Robinsons Summit Center in Makati CBD, a 5,200 sqm office
space leased by an ICT solutions firm in Net Quad in BGC and a 2,500 sqm
office space leased by a marketing firm in United Life in Makati CBD.
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STRONG O&O DEMAND UNDERPINS HEALTHY TAKE-UP

Financial Indices
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•

Two office developments, namely Bonifacio Stopover Corporate Center in
BGC and MJ Corporate Center in Makati CBD, completed in 2Q16, adding
56,300 sqm to total office stock. Notable developments set for completion in
3Q16 are Vista Hub and W City Center, both in BGC.

•

Vacancy slightly decreased to 3.7% in 2Q16 from 3.9% in 1Q16 due to strong
office demand which was evidenced by high take-up among established and
newly completed buildings sustained by the growth of the O&O sector.
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Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL

Physical Indicators

CAPITAL VALUE GROWTH CONTINUES TO OUTPACE RENT GROWTH
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MANILA

•

Rents increased by 3.4% q-o-q to PHP 946 per sqm per month in 2Q16 as
demand continued to outpace new construction supply. Capital values
strengthened, posting an increase of 3.7% q-o-q to PHP 123,400 per sqm in
2Q16.

•

Despite uncertainty in the global economy caused by the unexpected
results of Brexit, the fundamentals of the Philippines’s investment market
remain positive as healthy investor confidence continues due to favourable
macroeconomic conditions supported by the continuous expansion of O&O
firms.
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, take-up, completions and vacancy
rates are year-end annual. For 2016, take-up,
completions and vacancy rates are as at 1H16,
while future supply is for 2H16.

OUTLOOK: UPCOMING SUPPLY MAY CAUSE VACANCY TO RISE
•

Five office developments are scheduled for completion by end-4Q16, adding
169,000 sqm to existing office stock. This may lead to the vacancy rate rising.

•

Rents are expected to continue to increase in the next two years as landlords
capitalise on strong office demand. However, the large incoming office supply
may temper growth.

Note: Manila Office refers to the Makati CBD and BGC Grade A office market.

“Improving demand and no new completions
continue to support the upward trend in rents.”
Stephen Wyatt, Country Head, Vietnam
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STAGE IN CYCLE

Rents
Rising

NEW START-UPS LEAD LEASING ACTIVITY

•

Financial Indices

The market recorded more leasing transactions in 2Q16 than in 1Q16. Net
absorption in the quarter totalled 3,700 sqm, a significant increase compared
to the previous quarter. New start-up businesses contributed 85% of total net
absorption in the quarter. The largest deal involved the Hoa Sen Group
occupying more than 2,200 sqm in Vietcombank Tower.
Pre-leasing activity was healthy with an increasing number of enquiries for
expansion and from new set-ups at the under construction Saigon Centre
Phase II and Deutsche House.
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HO CHI MINH CITY
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NO NEW SUPPLY BUT GOOD PROGRESS ON UNDER CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

•

Total stock has remained unchanged since the completion of Vietcombank
Tower in 3Q15. The Saigon Centre Phase II and Deutsche House
developments continued to witness good construction progress and the
projects are expected to complete on schedule.
With positive take-up in the quarter and no new completions, the vacancy
rate decreased 190 bps q-o-q to 7.1% in 2Q16.

NEW OWNER FOR KUMHO ASIANA PLAZA
•

Kumho Asiana Plaza Complex was purchased by Mapletree for a total
estimated price of more than USD 200 million. Kumho Asian Plaza is a mixeduse building with a total GFA of around 146,000 sqm, including office, retail,
hotel and serviced apartment space.

OUTLOOK: RENTS TO CONTINUE TO MOVE UP
•

•

Net absorption in the second half of 2016 is expected to be lower than the
same period last year, due to limited available space for lease and no new
supply. Demand is likely to come from financial services, banking, and IT
sectors over the next few quarters.
Landlords have been more confident in raising asking rents for both new
leases and renewals, and this trend is expected to continue for the remainder
of the year.

Note: Ho Chi Minch City Office refers to the Ho Chi Minh City Grade A office market.
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•

The average net effective rent stood at USD 38.3 per sqm per month in 2Q16,
recording a slight increase of 0.6% q-o-q. During the quarter, most landlords
of Grade A office buildings kept their rents unchanged; however, a small
number of landlords increased rents. Market valuation-based yields for Grade
A office space remained stable at 9.3%.
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, take-up, completions and vacancy
rates are year-end annual. For 2016, take-up,
completions and vacancy rates are as at 1H16,
while future supply is for 2H16.

“Net take-up moderates as occupiers weigh options
to lease space in upcoming projects or
existing buildings.”

DELHI
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Rents
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•

Demand in the quarter was mainly driven by expansion as well as relocation
and consolidation requirements of occupiers. Leasing came primarily from
occupiers in the IT/ITeS, telecom, e-commerce, technology and professional
services sectors.

•

With two headline lease transactions, Noida contributed the most to overall
net absorption. Slow decision making and a lack of vacant space in quality IT
buildings were instrumental in Gurgaon’s net absorption falling to a 13-quarter
low. Net absorption was higher q-o-q in the CBD and SBD. Major lettings
involved TCS, Vivo Mobiles, XL Insurance, G4S, HDFC and Amazon.
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NET TAKE-UP DECLINES AMID LONGER OCCUPIER DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
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Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL
Financial Indicators are for the SBD.

SUPPLY AT A SIX-QUARTER LOW
•

Quarterly supply was 1.7 million sq ft across six new completions – four in
Gurgaon and two in the SBD.

•

The vacancy rate moved slightly lower q-o-q to 31.7%. Despite elevated
vacancy, some top prime buildings are operating with high occupancy.

RENTS AND CAPITAL VALUES RISE IN NOIDA AND MARGINALLY IN GURGAON

Physical Indicators
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•

Rents rose in Gurgaon on the back of higher rentals at DLF’s SEZ projects;
however, rents moved lower in the Golf Course Road corridor. Falling vacancy
rates in quality projects supported rental rises in Noida City, while SBD rents
declined as small, individual landlords lowered their rental stance.

•

Capital values moved in tandem with rents and as such, yield remained stable
in the quarter. SBD capital values declined amid a fall in rents at strata-titled
properties.
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OUTLOOK: EXPANSION AND RELOCATION ACTIVITY LIKELY TO DRIVE LEASING

0

•

While large IT occupiers are increasingly focused on taking up more space in
existing and upcoming SEZ projects, there is likely to be healthy demand for
quality IT and Non-IT projects from telecom, financial services, manufacturing
and professional/consulting firms.

•

There should be more leasing traction for upcoming quality supply in the
emerging corridors as such locations offer considerable cost advantages and
vacant space is limited in the established office precincts. Rental growth is
expected to be driven by quality developments while private equity and
institutional money are likely to keep chasing leased assets in core office
markets, contributing to a rise in capital values.
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Ashutosh Limaye, Head of Research, India
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, take-up, completions and vacancy
rates are year-end annual. For 2016, take-up,
completions and vacancy rates are as at 1H16,
while future supply is for 2H16.
Physical Indicators are for the Overall market.

Note: Delhi Office refers to Delhi NCR’s Overall Grade A office market.

“Projects offering small office formats are seeing
revived demand from small and medium-sized
enterprises, especially in the SBDs.”

MUMBAI

Ashutosh Limaye, Head of Research, India

–0.1%

INR 209

STAGE IN CYCLE

Rents
Rising

LEASING ACTIVITY IMPROVES
•

In 2Q16, net absorption increased 25.0% q-o-q in large part due to precommitments in recently completed buildings.

•

Engineering, BFSI and IT/ITeS companies drove demand in the quarter.
Upcoming projects in Thane and Navi Mumbai submarkets attracted precommitments.

Financial Indices
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THREE NEW BUILDINGS PROVIDE 1.85 MILLION SQ FT OF SPACE

•

Mumbai’s total stock grew by 1.8% q-o-q to 105.8 million sq ft.

MODEST RISE IN RENTS AND CAPITAL VALUES IN MOST SUBMARKETS
•

•

Overall rental growth in 2Q16 was driven by increased rents for renewals and
high-quality buildings. Steady demand along with low vacancy in premium
grade buildings allowed landlords of these buildings to boost asking rents.
However, CBD and SBD BKC rents continued to edge lower and contributed
to a slight yield compression in those submarkets. Capital values, especially in
suburban submarkets, appreciated by up to 2.0% q-o-q.

•

•

The Mumbai office market is anticipated to see robust transaction activity
in the upcoming quarters, with established businesses expanding and
new foreign players entering the market. Pre-commitments are likely to be
noticeably high.
Occupiers requiring back office space, e-commerce and new start-up
companies should generate demand along with occupiers from other sectors.
New launches of commercial projects will be witnessed in the Suburbs.
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Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL
Financial Indicators are for the SBD BKC.
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OUTLOOK: HEALTHY LEASING ACTIVITY EXPECTED IN UPCOMING QUARTERS

105
100

In 2Q16, only three new projects became operational, providing a total of 1.85
million sq ft. A pick up in leasing and moderate pre-commitment levels in new
completions helped push the vacancy rate down slightly by 30 bps q-o-q to
19.2%.
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, take-up, completions and vacancy
rates are year-end annual. For 2016, take-up,
completions and vacancy rates are as at 1H16,
while future supply is for 2H16.
Physical Indicators are for the Overall market.

Note: Mumbai Office refers to Mumbai’s Overall Grade A office market.

“With extremely low vacancy, pre-commitments
and build-to-suit deals are likely to rise; however,
limited availability also means net take-up will
likely decline in the near term.”

BENGALURU
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INR 72.4
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•

After witnessing strong leasing activity in 2015 and 1Q16, volumes declined in
2Q16 due to the limited availability of space. About 1.7 million sq ft of space
was absorbed in 2Q16 which pushed the overall vacancy level down to 3.4%,
one of the lowest rates in India. Most leasing activity involved the churning of
space or pre-commitments.

•

Key occupiers that leased space in the quarter were Lowes, Beckman, CGI,
HP-I and Vision Tech.
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•

Three office buildings came on stream in 2Q16, adding a total of 1.07 million sq
ft. Bangalore’s Grade A office stock was 97.8 million sq ft at end-2Q16.

•

Robust leasing activity caused the vacancy rate to fall by 0.7 percentage
points q-o-q.
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Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL
Financial Indicators are for the SBD.

LOW VACANCY PUTTING UPWARD PRESSURE ON RENTS
•

In 2Q16, rents for office space increased across the city due to the limited
availability of space. Rents rose in the range of 2-4% q-o-q or 6-11% y-o-y. The
SBD and Whitefield submarkets recorded the strongest rental growth.

•

Capital values increased at a similar pace as rents, keeping market yields
stable. The appreciation in capital values was mainly driven by optimism
about the leasing market and rising rents.
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Ashutosh Limaye, Head of Research, India
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OUTLOOK: MORE PROJECTS GIVEN STRONG DEMAND AND LOW VACANCY
•

Demand for office space should remain strong across the city over the
remainder of 2016. However, limited vacant space across most submarkets
may impact leasing volumes.

•

Rents and capital values are expected to increase amid a low vacancy
environment. Yields are likely to compress along some stretches of the SBD
Outer Ring Road, given the good occupancy rates in that submarket.

Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, take-up, completions and vacancy
rates are year-end annual. For 2016, take-up,
completions and vacancy rates are as at 1H16,
while future supply is for 2H16.
Physical Indicators are for the Overall market.

Note: Bengaluru Office refers to Bengaluru’s Overall Grade A office market.

“Strong leasing activity and enquiry push net
absorption above trend.”
Andrew Ballantyne, National Director - Research, Australia
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TENTH SUCCESSIVE QUARTER OF POSITIVE NET ABSORPTION

•

Financial Indices

The Sydney CBD recorded strong net absorption of 33,300 sqm in 2Q16 and
119,100 sqm over the previous 12 months. Financial services, professional
services and technology sectors were the main contributors to growth.
The largest tenant move recorded in the quarter was the relocation of KPMG
(35,361 sqm) to the recently completed International Towers Sydney (T3). Ernst
& Young is the anchor tenant at 200 George Street and leased 28,000 sqm of
the 38,750 sqm new development.
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•

•

200 George Street, Sydney (38,750 sqm) and the low-rise component of
International Towers Sydney (T3) (35,361 sqm) completed in 2Q16. New supply
for 2016 (238,700 sqm) should to be the highest yearly amount since 1992.
Sydney CBD vacancy increased by 0.3 percentage points to 7.1% in 2Q16.
The marginal increase was attributable to the availability of backfill space
from moves to new developments. Secondary vacancy declined by 0.8
percentage points to 5.5% - the lowest level since 1Q02. The uplift in demand
for secondary stock is being driven by tenant displacements from forthcoming
stock withdrawals.
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The Sydney CBD is at the forefront of the office market rental recovery. Prime
gross effective rents increased 2.1% q-o-q to AUD 714 per sqm per annum in
2Q16 and by 12.2% y-o-y. Rental growth was largely driven by an increase in
face rents with a moderate reduction recorded in leasing incentives.

OUTLOOK: RENTS TO INCREASE ABOVE TREND OVER THE NEXT 12 MONTHS
•

Lead indicators for the Sydney CBD office market remain firm. Job
advertisement surveys have trended higher while business confidence is
above trend. The compulsory acquisition of office assets for the Sydney Metro
project and residential conversion will displace tenants and generate a new
source of lease enquiry.

•

JLL projects Sydney CBD prime gross effective rents should increase above
trend over the next 12 months. Multiple capital sources are seeking core
opportunities in the Sydney CBD. However, the challenge will be accessing
product and a number of investors are likely to be willing to compromise on
asset quality to increase exposure to the Sydney CBD office market.

Note: Sydney Office refers to Sydney’s CBD office market (all grades).
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•

Three sales transactions (≥ AUD 5 million) totalling AUD 1.12 billion were
recorded in 2Q16. 420 George Street sold via two separate transactions to
Investa Commercial Property Fund for AUD 592.5 million. Morgan Stanley
entered the direct real estate sector partnering with Charter Hall to acquire
One Shelley Street for AUD 525.0 million.

4Q12
4Q13
Rental Value Index

Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL

COMPETITION FOR SPACE IS EXERTING UPWARD PRESSURE ON EFFECTIVE RENTS
•

120
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SECONDARY GRADE VACANCY COMPRESSES TO LOWEST LEVEL SINCE 2002
•
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, take-up, completions and vacancy
rates are year-end annual. For 2016, take-up,
completions and vacancy rates are as at 1H16,
while future supply is for 2H16.

“Strong demand for prime grade assets results in
headline vacancy declining by 1.2% q-o-q to 8.0%.”
Dr David Rees, Head of Research, Australasia
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2.6%

AUD 414

STAGE IN CYCLE

Rents
Rising

Strong leasing market conditions in 2Q16 resulted in a ninth quarter of positive
net absorption and 137,000 sqm of net absorption over the last 12 months.
Small tenant moves accounted for 36,400 sqm. Expansions and relocations
accounted for 58% of gross take-up.

•

Centralisation continues to be a trend, with three tenants entering the CBD
from outside markets recorded in 2Q16 as tight prime grade vacancy is
limiting contiguous space options in Melbourne’s Fringe office market.
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CBD HEADLINE VACANCY CONTRACTS TO A FOUR-YEAR LOW OF 8.0%
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HIGHEST QUARTERLY NET ABSORPTION (56,560 SQM) IN THE CBD SINCE 2009

Financial Indices
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•

Collins Square buildings 2 and 4 are expected to complete later this year.
However, Melbourne’s CBD office market will still be relatively undersupplied
through 2016 and 2017, resulting in vacancy reaching a cyclical low in 2017
that is expected to be sub 7.5%.

•

A number of pre-commitment decisions in 1H16 have resulted in a number
of new development projects securing the anchor tenant to commence
construction in the CBD. Four or five major office projects are likely to
complete in 2019 and 2020, concentrating supply in these years.
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Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, take-up, completions and vacancy
rates are year-end annual. For 2016, take-up,
completions and vacancy rates are as at 1H16,
while future supply is for 2H16.

•

The prime CBD yield range was 5.25%-6.75% in 2Q16. The upper end of the
range is 50 bps tighter than the 2007 peak but the spread remains much wider.

•

Investment volumes were significantly down in 1H16 and just six transactions
totalling AUD 116 million were recorded in 2Q16. The largest was the sale of
the historically listed 395 Collins Street for AUD 34 million on an equivalent
yield of 5.75%.

OUTLOOK: YIELDS EXPECTED TO STABILISE AT OR CLOSE TO CURRENT LOWS
•

A continuation of robust demand is forecast for the remainder of 2016.
Vacancy is forecast to fluctuate around the 8.5% mark throughout the year.

•

Solid rental growth is anticipated for the next 12 months, with landlords
expected to begin easing incentives to match improving business sentiment.

Note: Melbourne Office refers to Melbourne’s CBD office market (all grades).

“Elevated vacancy rates in 1H16 place continued
pressure on office rents.”

PERTH

Dr David Rees, Head of Research, Australasia

SQM PER ANNUM,
GROSS EFFECTIVE ON NLA

–13.7%
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STAGE IN CYCLE

Decline
Slowing

LEASING DRIVEN BY EXPIRIES AND TENANT FAVOURABLE CONDITIONS

•

Financial Indices

The Perth CBD recorded a minor increase in vacancy over 2Q16, rising to
24.6%. There is a steady level of enquiry from smaller occupiers looking to
upgrade their facilities or relocate to the CBD.
Lease expiry, lower rents and higher incentives remain the drivers of leasing
enquiry and activity in the Perth CBD.
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•

LIMITED SUPPLY PIPELINE WITH ONE MAJOR PROJECT UNDER CONSTRUCTION
•

•

80
70

Over 150,000 sqm of new office space was added to the Perth CBD in 2015 and
limited additions are expected over the next 12-24 months. New projects are
unlikely in the current market, given the high vacancy rate and the need for
pre-commitment.
One small project of 1,250 sqm is expected to be completed by the end of
2016, and the 48,500 sqm Capital Square development is currently under
construction, anticipated for completion in 2018.
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Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL

INVESTMENT ACTIVITY INCREASES IN 1H16

•

Perth CBD sales over the 12 months to June 2016 totalled AUD 533.6 million
across six assets, with investor demand still strong for office assets. This
comes after only one small transaction was recorded in 2015. The prime grade
yield range remained stable at 6.00 - 8.25%.

OUTLOOK: PERTH CBD VACANCY EXPECTED TO PEAK IN 2016
•

•

Vacancy is expected to stabilise during 2016, however, is not expected to
recover quickly, remaining at elevated levels over the next 12 months. Tenant
enquiry and demand is expected to remain driven by lease expiry and current
market conditions, as occupiers look to benefit from affordable rents and the
high availability of good quality office space. While some further downward
pressure is expected in effective rents, we expect signs of stabilisation
towards the latter part of 2016, with incentives anticipated to remain an
important role in stimulating activity in the market.
1H16 saw an increase in sales volumes compared to 2015. Strong investment
demand for office assets is likely to continue to drive investment activity in the
Perth market as several assets are brought to market.

Note: Perth Office refers to Perth’s CBD office market (all grades).
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The sale of the Forrest Centre at AUD 220.0 million was the largest sale
during 1H16, which comprises the two office buildings at 219-221 St Georges
Terrace. Credit Suisse REIM purchased an asset at 190 St Georges Terrace
for AUD 64.2 million, and local syndicator Primewest acquired a 50% stake in
Exchange Tower for AUD 110.0 million.
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, take-up, completions and vacancy
rates are year-end annual. For 2016, take-up,
completions and vacancy rates are as at 1H16,
while future supply is for 2H16.

“A landlord favourable market persists but a
substantial development pipeline looms and
should help ease pressures in the occupier market.”

AUCKLAND
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NZD 473

Growth
Slowing

•

Vacancy remains tight in the premium sector of the market at less than 1%.
Grade A vacancy saw a 20 bps increase q-o-q to 2.8% on the back of new
supply entering the market in the Wynyard Quarter which was not fully
absorbed by end-2Q16.
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Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL
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SUBSTANTIAL SUPPLY PIPELINE STARTING TO ENTER THE MARKET
•

New supply has been focused around the Wynyard/Viaduct precinct with
the Fonterra Centre, Bayleys House and 151 Victoria Street West adding over
40,000 sqm of new space to the market. The Fonterra Centre entered the
market fully leased; however, Bayleys House and 151 Victoria Street West still
have 6,000 sqm available for lease combined.

•

Work has begun on Precinct Properties Commercial Bay office tower which
will provide 39,000 sqm of premium office space on top of 18,000 sqm of retail
space. The tower is forecast to be completed by 2019.

RENTAL GROWTH CONTINUES INTO 2016
•

Average prime and secondary rents experienced growth in 2Q16, on the
back of resilient occupier and investor demand. Limited alternatives, location
consolidation and business growth have ensured landlords remain in a strong
negotiating position.

•

Prime investment yields firmed 25 bps to 6.50% in 2Q16, forcing an increasing
number of investors to consider non-core and value-add property to meet
their yield requirements.
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Buoyant economic conditions and white collar employment growth have
ensured demand for CBD space remains robust, far exceeding the capacity of
existing stock. A westward shift continues into the Wynyard precinct which
has seen the bulk of new development and high absorption rates in recent
times.
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GROWING DEMAND STRAINS MARKET

Financial Indices
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Nick Hargreaves, Managing Director, New Zealand
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, take-up, completions and
vacancy rates are year-end annual. For 2016, takeup, completions and vacancy rates are as at 1H16,
while future supply is for 2H16.

OUTLOOK: NEW SUPPLY EXPECTED TO EASE TIGHT CONDITIONS
•

A significant development pipeline is likely to increase vacancy and stabilise
rents over the next few years. The completion of several office projects in
Wynyard Quarter has helped to ease built up pressure in the market.

•

Demand is forecast to remain healthy for Auckland office assets. With limited
stock for sale on the market, yields are forecast to firm further through 2016.

Note: Auckland Office refers to Auckland’s CBD and Viaduct Harbour office market.
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“Slide in High Street Shop rents moderates as the
drop in visitor arrivals and retail sales narrows.”

HONG KONG

Cathie Chung, National Director - Research, Hong Kong
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Index

HKD 525.6

Rents
Falling

The drop in visitor arrivals narrowed to 4.3% y-o-y in April-May after
retreating by 10.9% y-o-y in 1Q16, dragged down by a 15.3% y-o-y decline in
visitors utilising the Individual Visit Scheme. Retail sales tumbled for the sixth
consecutive quarter, down 8.0% y-o-y in April-May; albeit a slight
improvement from the 12.5% y-o-y drop in 1Q16.

•

Leasing activity picked up as landlords offered greater rental discounts for
lease renewals. Mass market retailers, sportswear and cosmetic brands were
among the few looking to expand while grocery and discount retailers took
advantage of the soft market to secure short-term leases in traditional prime
shopping locations.
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Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL

THREE RETAIL PODIUM PROJECTS SLATED FOR COMPLETION THIS YEAR
•

No new Prime Shopping Centres were completed in 2Q16.

•

Three of Sun Hung Kai Properties’ retail podium projects, namely Popwalk
Phase 2 and Phase 3 in Tseung Kwan O and YOHO Town Phase 3 in Yuen Long,
are scheduled to complete in 2016. The latter will be the largest new project
to complete in the market since 2010.

Physical Indicators
90

RENTAL CORRECTION ON HIGH STREETS EASES

80

•

With landlords willing to renew leases at lower rents and vacancy pressure
easing, High Street Shop rents retreated by a milder 4.0% y-o-y. Base rents
in Premium Prime Shopping Centres remained broadly flat but Overall Prime
Shopping Centre rents slipped 0.1% y-o-y owing to some landlords having to
lower rents to attract new tenants.

•

The broader retail market continued to witness evidence of declining capital
values, though largely being limited to fringe streets in core shopping districts.
Market yields have generally bottomed out with few investors willing to chase
yields down further. As such, capital values of High Street Shops trended
lower on the quarter.
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DECLINES IN INBOUND TOURISM AND RETAIL SALES SLOW
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supply is for 2H16.

OUTLOOK: INVESTORS TO CONTINUE TO LOOK FOR BARGAINS
•

With a cloudy economic outlook and weakened local consumption, we hold
our forecast for a 10–15% drop in High Street Shop rents in 2016. Rental
polarisation will likely continue between well-managed and lower-tier
shopping centres, leading Overall Prime Shopping Centre rents to end the
year lower for the first time since the Global Financial Crisis.

•

Investment activity is likely to remain focused on non-core areas and fringe
streets in core shopping districts where owners are more willing to adjust
prices to exit the market. Capital values of High Street Shops are forecasted
to decline in the range of 15–20% in 2016.

Note: Hong Kong Retail refers to Hong Kong’s Overall Prime Shopping Centres and High Street retail
markets.

“Slower sales growth is leading to slower rental
growth in more shopping centres around Beijing.”
Steven McCord, Head of Research, North China

SQM PER MONTH,
NET EFFECTIVE ON NLA

3.5%

RMB 900

STAGE IN CYCLE

Growth
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VIRTUAL REALITY CONCEPTS EMERGE, CONTRIBUTING TO FOOTFALL

•

Financial Indices

As landlords look to innovative retail to boost foot traffic, virtual reality (VR)
concepts, particularly gaming booths in the form of pop-ups, are starting to
appear in the market. New VR openings in the quarter were observed at Xidan
Joy City and Glory Mall.
In the suburbs, F&B and kids’ brands are increasingly taking on a greater
presence at shopping centres, accounting for up to around half of the tenants
at newly opened community malls. This is because these malls commonly
have a mass market focus and cater to the needs of their target customers:
nearby families with young children.
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TOPWIN ENTERS MARKET; ANOTHER VANKE PROJECT OPENS
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•

The long-awaited Topwin project (previously named Tongying) across from
Taikoo Li (also known as Sanlitun) finally came online with a focus on highconcept tenants, featuring a Mercedes experience centre that occupies
much of the ground floor.

Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL

•

Vanke’s third suburban project in Beijing, Zhuzong Vanke, opened in Daxing
during the quarter. The 98,000 sqm community mall was fully committed,
boasting an impressive physical occupancy rate of 98.0%.

Physical Indicators
600

RENTAL GROWTH FLAT AS LANDLORDS STRUGGLE TO RAISE RENTS

•

The weak retail environment restrained rental growth, making it difficult for
landlords to demand higher rents. An inverted rental hierarchy pattern is also
forming; with Core rents flat, Urban rents up slightly, and Suburban rents
rising the fastest – in contrast to recent years.
LeTV purchased Shimao Gongsan for RMB 2.97 billion. The online media
conglomerate is rumoured likely to use the property as a flagship location to
promote its huge product line to end-users.
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OUTLOOK: RENTAL GROWTH LIKELY TO HIT A NEW LOW IN THE NEAR FUTURE
•

•

Due to the continued downward pressure on rents, rental growth is expected
to record the slowest growth since the global financial crisis within the
coming 12 months. Economic uncertainty is weighing on consumer
confidence, and consequently, retail sales. As retailers operate with smaller
revenues, landlords will need to reassess rental strategies.
Paradise Walk Daxing, the second mega-mall to be built and operated in
Beijing by Longfor Properties, opened at the start of 3Q16. The large-scale
project (270,000 sqm) is reported to have achieved high commitment, after
making exceptional leasing progress under the current retail environment.

Note: Beijing Retail refers to Beijing’s Urban retail market.
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For 2011 to 2015, completions are year-end annual.
For 2016, completions are as at 1H16, while future
supply is for 2H16.
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BEIJING

“Some underperforming retail space is being
adapted for office use.”

SHANGHAI

Joe Zhou, Head of Research, China
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•

Greater competition and a slowing economy are leading landlords to explore
ways to adapt underperforming retail space for more productive non-retail
uses. After closing down for renovation in 2Q14, Jing’an Golden Eagle
Department Store leased its upper floors to Fountown, a co-working space
operator.
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Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
4Q10 =100
Index base: 4Q11
Source: JLL
Financial Indicators are for the Core market.

Physical Indicators
450

ONE PRIME PROJECT AND FIVE DECENTRALISED PROJECTS OPEN IN 2Q16
•

Located near Huaihai Road, the 43,000 sqm Yangguang Center completed
refurbishment with a focus on F&B. In decentralised areas, Hongqiao
Vanke Center, Sun City, Bingo Phase 2, Daning Music Plaza and Ufun Plaza
opened with a total GFA of 232,937 sqm. Opening rates varied in proportion to
surrounding neighbourhoods’ maturity.

•

Vacancy increased slightly to 9.6% in prime areas as several existing malls in
mature markets such as Huaihai Road adjusted tenants. Vacancy rose to 9.9%
in the decentralised market as new malls opened with vacancy above the
market average and malls in saturated areas underwent tenant adjustment.
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RMB 53.3

Luxury retailers continued closing underperforming stores, while affordable
luxury retailers expanded further into decentralised markets. Demand from
mid-range family restaurants and coffee shops remained strong, though
intensifying competition spurred several stores to engage customers with
more creative experiences.
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MODEST RENTAL RISE IN BOTH PRIME AND DECENTRALISED MARKETS
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•

In the prime market, open-market ground floor base rents rose 2.9% y-o-y to
RMB 53.3 per sqm per day. Decentralised rents rose 4.6% y-o-y to RMB 21.3 per
sqm per day. Rental growth slowed in submarkets like Minhang and Hongkou
where large supply pipelines have made landlords more conservative.

•

There were no en bloc sales transactions in the quarter. However, several
deals are under negotiation and a more active market is expected in 2H16.
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F&B AND AFFORDABLE LUXURY CONTINUE TO DRIVE DEMAND
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OUTLOOK: RENTS TO GROW MODERATELY IN 2016
•

A large supply pipeline should restrain rental growth over the remainder of
the year. Chain-linked rental growth for prime areas is expected to reach 3.5%
in 2016, while rents in decentralised areas are likely to grow slightly faster at
3.9%. Maturing malls in densely populated decentralised areas are expected
to support rental increases.

•

Demand will likely continue to be driven by experience-oriented tenants such
as F&B and brands targeting children. Fast fashion retailers should continue
to provide a degree of demand, though in Shanghai they may be nearing a
saturation point that signals slower expansion going forward.

Note: Shanghai Retail refers to Shanghai’s Overall Core and Non-core retail markets.

“Core precincts as a branding strategy less
favourable to budget-constrained
mass market retailers.”

GUANGZHOU

Silvia Zeng, Head of Research, South China
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LEASING MOMENTUM SUPPORTED BY F&B AND EXPERIENCE-RELATED RETAILERS

•

Financial Indices

Guangzhou retail sales growth slowed to 8.5% y-o-y in the first four months of
2016, although sportswear and beauty products outperformed other general
retail segments.
As ‘new family’ shoppers spend more on F&B, kids entertainment and lifestyle
sectors, expansion momentum of these retailers has quickened as landlords
gradually adjust trade mixes to have a greater weighting of these retailer
categories.
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F&B SUPPORTS OCCUPANCY IN NEW SUPPLY

•

In 2Q16, Guangzhou ifc Mall (47,000 sqm, GFA) in Zhujiang New Town reopened after scaling down its department store and introducing more F&B
tenants, while ICON (63,000 sqm, GFA) opened in the heart of Haizhu precinct.
With landlords more willing to introduce F&B, personal services and
entertainment tenants, leasing progress was better in upcoming projects and
mature malls that initiated trade mix adjustments in previous quarters. Overall
vacancy remained low at 2.4%.

CORE PRECINCT EXPERIENCES DOWNWARD RENTAL PRESSURE
•

•

Establishing stores in core precincts as a branding strategy has become less
favourable to budget-constrained retailers and as such, limited rental growth
was observed in core precincts. In contrast, retailers are seeking leasing
opportunities in community malls. Overall rental levels remained mostly
stable, with a small decrease of 0.3% q-o-q.
The lack of en bloc sales transactions in the CBD suggests that a general
mismatch between vendors’ and potential purchasers’ expectation on price
persists. This factor combined with improving sentiment in the investment
market saw overall prime retail asset capital values stay largely stable, while
yields trended down slightly.

OUTLOOK: STABLE VACANCY AND RENTAL GROWTH GOING FORWARD
•

Besides trade mix adjustments to increase F&B and entertainment weightings
in established malls, upcoming prime community centres in sub-core and
emerging areas are also calling for experience-related tenants. Overall
leasing momentum is expected to largely rely on F&B and entertainment
tenants.

•

As several community malls are achieving steady improvements in sales and
rental growth, we are more confident about the occupancy of future projects
in sub-core and emerging precincts. Therefore, we maintain that vacancy
rates should remain low over the next 12 months and support steady rental
outlook in the short term.

Note: Guangzhou Retail refers to Guangzhou Overall Prime retail market.
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“Changing spending patterns of tourists are
impacting luxury goods sales.”

TOKYO

Takeshi Akagi, Head of Research, Japan

190

Visitor arrivals to Japan increased 15.3% y-o-y in May and reached a record
high for the month. Visitors from China continued to be a major contributor
to growth and exceeded 500,000 for the second straight month. Although
tourism spending has been rising alongside arrivals, a recent government
survey revealed that spending per capita has been declining. Nonetheless,
international retailer demand remained healthy in the quarter but there was
some increased caution about expansion strategies.
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GINZA PLACE TO OPEN IN SEPTEMBER
•

No new supply entered the market in 2Q16.

•

The 11-storey Ginza Place will be the highest building on the Ginza 4-chome
crossing and will offer 7,400 sqm of retail space upon opening. The ground
floor will be occupied by Nissan. A portion of the F&B component is
scheduled to open in August.

Retail Sales
10
8

RENT AND CAPITAL VALUE GROWTH SLOWS

6
4
y-o-y (%)

JPY 77,787

Large-scale retail store sales in Tokyo decreased 3.5% y-o-y in May, while
department stores sales of luxury goods also declined. Both categories
registered declines for three straight months. The slump in sales has not been
uniform across the market with sales of cosmetic goods recording doubledigit growth in May and trending higher for the 14th successive month.
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5.2%

STAGE IN CYCLE

•

180

•

Rents averaged JPY 77,787 per tsubo per month at end-2Q16, increasing 0.3%
q-o-q and 5.2% y-o-y. Growth was registered for the 15th consecutive quarter,
albeit at a slower pace compared with the previous quarter.

•

Capital values increased 0.3% q-o-q and 15.1% y-o-y in 2Q16. The pace of
growth slowed for the second straight quarter and was in line with rent
growth. Investment volumes in the quarter were subdued and as in other
sectors, there was a lack of available product for sale in part due to improved
refinancing conditions.
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RETAILER CAUTION GROWS AMID CONCERNS ABOUT SALES OF LUXURY GOODS

Financial Indices
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Sales Growth of Large-Scale
Retail Stores in Tokyo

Source: Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry

OUTLOOK: RENTS AND CAPITAL VALUES TO GROW MODERATELY IN 2016
•

Domestic private consumption is expected to be generally stable in 2016 but
improve slightly in 2017. Rising visitor arrivals should continue to provide
support to the retail market. However, demand from high-end retailers may be
subdued if changing tourist spending patterns further affect luxury goods sales.

•

Tokyo’s prime retail areas are likely to continue to be characterised by limited
availability of space despite increased retailers’ caution as new supply will be
minimal.

Note: Tokyo Retail refers to Ginza and Omotesando Prime retail markets.

“More corrections in 2Q16 as landlords lower
rental expectations amid rising vacancy.”
Angelia Phua, Associate Director – Research & Consultancy,
Singapore

SQ FT PER MONTH,
GROSS EFFECTIVE ON NLA

–7.2%

SGD 35.0

STAGE IN CYCLE

Rents
Falling

LEASING DEMAND STAYS WEAK AS RETAILERS CONTINUE TO CONSOLIDATE

•

Financial Indices

Retailers continued to face the challenges of falling consumer spending, labour
constraints, high operating costs and competition from online retailers leading
to their attempts to maximise store portfolios, returns and operational efficiency.
Retailers focused on rechanneling funds and manpower towards profitable
outlets, whilst consolidating loss-making and unprofitable outlets within
Singapore. Some retailers also exited the Singapore retail market while others
focused expansion efforts on regional markets.
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•

95
90

RISING VACANCY RATES DESPITE LIMITED NEW SUPPLY IN 2Q16
•

•

No major retail projects were added to the market in 2Q16 apart from the
recent re-opening of Tiong Bahru Plaza. Although there was limited fresh
supply, the vacancy rate edged higher as more retailers consolidated
operations.
Amid rising vacancy rates, landlords focused on tenant retention and offered
more flexible terms when leases came up for renewal. Some landlords offered
rental rebates while others agreed to short-term leases. To boost occupancy,
landlords also hosted more pop-up stores and quoted lower-than-market rents.

85
80
4Q11

Investment sales of malls remained sporadic as prime malls remained tightly
held by large institutions with strong holding power. Deals in the quarter were
dominated by sales of shop-houses as this asset class has gained strong
investment interest over the years due to its scarcity value. The decline in
capital values largely matched the decline in rents.

OUTLOOK: IT IS STILL A CHALLENGING MARKET
•

Although some of the near-term supply secured substantial pre-commitments,
tenant consolidation and slow take-up in smaller-scale projects are likely to
continue. This trend should inflate the overall vacancy level in the next 12
months.

•

Leasing competition is likely to intensify as landlords compete for retailers
that are still looking for a store presence, or to expand, in Singapore.
Landlords with the ability to differentiate their malls by bringing in new
lifestyle concepts that appeal to consumers will come through the economic
slowdown better.

Note: Singapore Retail refers to Singapore’s Primary, Marina and Suburban retail markets.

4Q14
4Q15
4Q16
Capital Value Index

Physical Indicators
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•

As landlords lowered rental expectations to retain existing tenants or attract
new tenants, rents continued to correct. Early termination of leases in
selected malls and competition for tenants to fill the impending fresh retail
supply in 2H16 also exacerbated the rental declines.

4Q12
4Q13
Rental Value Index

Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL
Financial Indicators are for Orchard Road.

CORRECTIONS IN RENTS AND ASSET VALUES CONTINUE
•
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Future Supply

Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, completions are year-end annual.
For 2016, completions are as at 1H16, while future
supply is for 2H16.
Physical Indicators are for the Overall market.
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SINGAPORE

“Bangkok’s major retail developers and operators
are increasingly focusing on renovating existing
assets in lieu of new greenfield development.”

BANGKOK

Andrew Gulbrandson, Head of Research, Thailand

120

Index

105

Growth
Slowing

•

International retailers continued to show strong interest in entering the
Bangkok market as well as expanding existing footprints. In 2Q16, at least
three internationally recognised fashion retailers opened their first stores in
Thailand including Nike, Issey Miyake and Hackett. Brooks Brothers, which
recently opened a flagship location at Gaysorn plans to expand rapidly in
Thailand, driven by its local partner, a subsidiary of Minor International PCL.
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Rental Value Index

4Q14
4Q15
4Q16
Capital Value Index

Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL

Physical Indicators
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NO NEW MALLS COMPLETE BUT RENOVATIONS ADD 48,000 SQM TO THE MARKET
•

Siam Discovery Center re-opened in May with a completely revamped format
and tenant mix after undergoing a year-long renovation process that saw its
leaseable area increase from 26,000 sqm to 40,000 sqm. At the same time,
CentralPlaza Bangna, added an 8,000 sqm expansion of freshly renovated
space to the market.

•

With healthy net absorption in the quarter, the prime grade vacancy rate
declined to 4.0% in 2Q16, the lowest level seen since mid-2013.

RENTS STAGNATE WHILE CAPITAL VALUES INCREASE

400
Thousand sqm

THB 2,454

Prime grade retail space was still in demand in 2Q16 with positive net
absorption numbers driven by strong pre-commitments at the recently
renovated and expanded CentralPlaza Bangna and Siam Discovery Center
projects.

110
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1.5%

STAGE IN CYCLE

•

115

300

•

Despite high occupancy and continued demand from both local and foreign
tenants, gross rents remained unchanged in 2Q16 as the market continues
to face challenges from weak consumer spending amidst high levels of
household debt. In an attempt to offset weak sales, numerous operators and
individuals brands are launching campaigns and promotional discounts.

•

Capital values increased 0.6% q-o-q in 2Q16, outpacing rent growth and
causing market yields to decline by about 10 bps to 12.4%.
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NEWLY RENOVATED CENTRES SEE STRONG DEMAND
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, completions are year-end annual.
For 2016, completions are as at 1H16, while future
supply is for 2H16.

OUTLOOK: STRONG DEMAND FOR LIMITED SUPER PRIME SPACE
•

Despite limited future projects from major players in 2016 and 2017, a large
amount of investment has been allocated by major developers for the
refurbishment of older existing retail centres, including the beginning of a
complete renovation at CentralWorld, which is being undertaken to improve the
tenant mix and accommodate strong demand from both local and foreign brands.

•

While rising international tourist arrivals should continue to buoy foot traffic
and sales at centrally located centres, prime grade centres in suburban areas
should continue to face a bleaker outlook amidst persistent high levels of
household debt and gloomy consumer sentiment driven by the political climate.

Note: Bangkok Retail refers to Bangkok’s Prime retail market.

“A moratorium on new development means that
options are limited within city limits for
expanding retailers.”

JAKARTA

James Taylor, Head of Research, Indonesia

SQM PER ANNUM,
NET EFFECTIVE ON NLA

4.0%

IDR 5,982,692

STAGE IN CYCLE

Rents
Rising

F&B REMAINS THE MOST ACTIVE RETAIL SEGMENT

•

Financial Indices

As no new supply was completed in 2Q16, expansion options within city limits
remained limited. Given the lack of available space in core areas of the city,
retailers may begin to explore options in Greater Jakarta or second tier cities
which are not impacted by the moratorium on new mall development.
Shopping malls are popular weekend destinations for Jakarta residents
and anecdotally, the F&B portion of malls in Jakarta is larger than in some
other markets. F&B remained the most active segment and landlords of top
performing malls continued to report waiting lists for prime units.
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•
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100

NO NEW SUPPLY; OCCUPANCY REMAINS HIGH
•

•

A moratorium on stand-alone retail development in the CBD has been in place
since 2011. All recent prime retail supply has been mixed-use developments
with the most recent completion in 3Q15 in the form of Lippo St. Moritz Phase
II. No new prime projects were delivered in 2Q16.
Given the lack of opportunities available in core Jakarta, developers are
beginning to look beyond the city limits. Greater Jakarta remains an attractive
and relatively untapped option for developers. Aeon Mall was completed in
2015 in BSD City and this Japanese developer is expected to deliver a further
four projects in the Jakarta area over the next few years.

90
4Q11

•

Physical Indicators
400
350

En bloc sales of existing assets are rare in Jakarta and no deals were closed
in 2Q16. Given the moratorium and the dearth of assets available on the
sales market, the most realistic option for market entrants are mixed-use
developments or projects in Greater Jakarta and second tier cities.

OUTLOOK: ONE NEW PRIME RETAIL PROJECT EXPECTED IN 2016
•

Vacancy rates are likely to remain low and landlords of top-performing malls
are expected to continue to be in the enviable position of having waiting lists
for prime units. As such, a continuation of the historical trend of slow, steady
rental growth is likely over the next 12 months.

•

One new completion, Central Park Extension, developed by Agung Podomoro,
is expected to boost total stock by around 44,000 sqm in 2016. The low
vacancy environment in Jakarta is expected to mean that demand is likely to
continue to be supply-driven in 2016 and we expect F&B to continue to be the
most active segment.

Note: Jakarta Retail refers to Jakarta’s Overall Prime retail market.

300
Thousand sqm

A lack of supply and consistently healthy occupancy levels were such that
rents continued on their upward trajectory in 1H16. Landlords were able to
achieve low, single-digit quarterly rental hikes with growth of 1.3% q-o-q in
1Q16 followed by a 1.5% q-o-q hike in the second quarter.
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4Q16
Capital Value Index

Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL

RENTS CONTINUE RISING; NO INVESTMENT DEALS CLOSED
•
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, completions are year-end annual.
For 2016, completions are as at 1H16, while future
supply is for 2H16.
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“Following record–breaking absorption late last
year, and with no new sizable completions since,
2Q16’s take–up returns to more normal levels.”

DELHI

Ashutosh Limaye, Head of Research, India

120

Index

INR 248

Rents
Rising

Leasing in established malls in combination with strong pre-commitments to
new completions led to moderate net absorption of 0.37 million sq ft in 2Q16.
Healthy absorption volumes were somewhat countered by store closures in
lower quality malls and cyclical lease expiries/tenant churn.

•

Prime Others and Suburbs submarkets were the primary contributors to net
absorption, largely on account of new completions during the quarter. Prime
South continued to see limited take-up due to a lack of available space in topquality malls. Notable retailers taking space in the quarter included: Epicuria,
Dunkin Donuts and Irish House in Prime Others; Decathlon and Spencer’s in
Gurgaon; and Bobbi Brown in Mall of India, Noida.
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4Q12
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Rental Value Index

4Q14
4Q15
4Q16
Capital Value Index

Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL
Financial Indicators are for the Prime South.

QUALITY SUPPLY COMES ON-STREAM WHILE SUB-AVERAGE MALLS STRUGGLE
•

Quarterly supply was 0.46 million sq ft in 2Q16, with two completions in Prime
Others and one in Suburbs.

•

The vacancy rate was largely unchanged at 23.8%, with new completions
having strong pre-commitments. Prime Others continued to have the highest
vacancy rate of all submarkets.

Physical Indicators
350

MINOR INCREASE IN RENTS AND CAPITAL VALUES IN PRIME OTHERS

300

•

Overall rents were largely unchanged except for a small increase of less than
1% q-o-q in Prime Others on the back of slightly higher rents in recent
completions.

•

100

Capital values were also largely stable across all submarkets barring Prime
Others, where they moved up together with rents. Landlords continued to hold
onto quality retail assets and as such, sales were limited to lower quality assets.

50

OUTLOOK: NEW FDI RULES SHOULD HAVE POSITIVE IMPACT ON RETAIL MARKET

250
Thousand sqm

0.4%

STAGE IN CYCLE

•

115
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HEALTHY PRE-COMMITMENTS BUT NET TAKE-UP AT FOUR-QUARTER LOW

Financial Indices
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•

FDI regulations for single-brand retailing were tweaked to allow a longer
period to adhere to the 30% local sourcing requirement for firms providing
“state of the art” and “cutting-edge” products. Also, 100% FDI will be allowed
in food retailing through both physical and e-commerce routes, and this could
see major global retailers entering the country; thus creating more demand
for physical retail space.

•

Healthy demand is anticipated from F&B, entertainment and department store
format retailers in select upcoming projects. A lack of vacant space in topquality projects is likely to impact absorption in the short to medium term.

16F

Future Supply

Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, completions are year-end annual.
For 2016, completions are as at 1H16, while future
supply is for 2H16.
Physical Indicators are for the Overall market.

Note: Delhi Retail refers to Delhi NCR’s Overall Prime retail market.

“A new Suburban mall opens with healthy
commitment, while landlords of high-quality malls
continue to charge a premium.”

MUMBAI

Ashutosh Limaye, Head of Research, India

SQ FT PER MONTH,
GROSS ON GFA

1.6%

INR 255

STAGE IN CYCLE

Rents
Rising

A NEW MALL OPENING UNDERPINS HIGHER NET ABSORPTION

•

Financial Indices

In 2Q16, net absorption increased significantly to 176,500 sq ft from 8,700 sq ft
in the previous quarter. The new mall that opened in the quarter had a healthy
level of commitment including several well-known retail brands.
Demand in the quarter was driven mainly by fashion, apparel and accessories
retailers.
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•

FURTHER MALL CLOSURES
•

Poor quality malls continue to face difficulties amid changing consumer
preferences and a polaristaion of retailers to good quality shopping centres.

•

A new mall opened in the Suburbs in the quarter and added 250,000 sq ft to
existing stock.

OVERALL RENTS RISE 1.1% Q-O-Q TO INR 131 PER SQ FT PER MONTH
•

Rents rise in all three submarkets, driven by high-quality shopping centres
which have low vacancy.

•

Changes in rents and capital values were mostly proportionate and as a
result, market yields held generally steady.
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Physical Indicators
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With poorly performing malls closing down or on the verge of doing so,
landlords of successful malls have an opportunity to increase rents.

Thousand sqm

160

•

•

4Q14
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Capital Value Index

Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL
Financial Indicators are for the Prime South.

OUTLOOK: RENTS AND CAPITAL VALUES TO CONTINUE GRADUAL RISE IN 2H16
The Suburbs submarket is likely to witness a significant rise in leasing activity
in the second half of the year owing to the expected completion of new malls.
Fashion, apparel and accessories are likely to continue to be the dominant
retailer categories demanding space, including premium and mid-tier
international retailers looking to establish their presence in the city.
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, completions are year-end annual.
For 2016, completions are as at 1H16, while future
supply is for 2H16.
Physical Indicators are for the Overall market.

Note: Mumbai Retail refers to Mumbai’s Overall Prime retail market.
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“Consumer sentiment is expected to remain
fragile following Brexit and the Australian federal
election, and this is likely to impact discretionary
retail spending.”

SYDNEY

Andrew Quillfeldt, Associate Director – Strategic Research,
Australia
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Index

0.0%

AUD 1,933

STAGE IN CYCLE

Rents
Stable

•

Retail turnover increased by 5.0% y-o-y in New South Wales (NSW) in May
2016. Growth in retail spending has essentially been stable since November
2015 but remains above the national average (4.0% y-o-y).

•

International fast fashion retailer, H&M, announced an additional store in
NSW, at Wollongong Central. H&M has now opened or committed to 17 stores
around the country.
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VACANCY INCREASES SLIGHTLY IN 1H16
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•

Six retail developments (36,600 sqm) reached practical completion in 2Q16, of
which five were neighbourhood projects, consisting of both new builds and
refurbishment-extensions. The AUD 87 million redevelopment of Warriewood
Square completed and features an expanded Woolworths supermarket, an
upgraded Kmart discount department store, a new ALDI supermarket and 26
new specialty shops.

•

The average vacancy rate in regional centres remained stable at 1.1% in
1H16, and is the lowest nationally. Vacancy rates across the CBD,
sub-regional and neighbourhood sub-sectors all increased over 1H16.

4Q16

Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL
Financial Indicators are for regional shopping
centres.

Physical Indicators

INVESTMENT VOLUMES RISE Q-O-Q TO AUD 409.4 MILLION
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LEASING ENQUIRY LEVELS HEALTHY OVER 2Q16

Financial Indices
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•

Average specialty rents increased further across the CBD (super-prime and
prime), sub-regional and neighbourhood sub-sectors in the quarter. Yields
continued to tighten across all the monitored sub-sectors; however, the rate
of compression has slowed over 2Q16 in the regional sub-sector.

•

Fortius Active Property Trust No.1 sold a CBD shopping centre, MidCity
Centre (75% interest), to NGI Investments for AUD 320.0 million, reflecting an
equivalent yield of 4.58%.
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OUTLOOK: RETAIL YIELDS LIKELY NEAR THE LOW POINT IN THE CURRENT CYCLE
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•

Project completions are expected to pick up slightly over the remainder of
2016. If all projects that are currently under construction reach practical
completion as scheduled, supply additions are expected to reach 164,100 sqm
over the next 12 months.

•

International fast fashion retailers are expected to continue expanding across
Sydney’s shopping centres over 2016 and 2017, helping to generate leasing
activity. Modest rental growth is expected in the regional, sub-regional and
neighbourhood sub-sectors over the next 12 months.

Future Supply

Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, completions are year-end annual.
For 2016, completions are as at 1H16, while future
supply is for 2H16.

Note: Sydney Retail refers to Sydney’s Overall retail market.

“Investors continue to seek quality retail
investments to add to or rebalance their portfolios;
however, opportunities to acquire assets have
been limited in 1H16.”

MELBOURNE

Andrew Quillfeldt, Associate Director – Strategic Research,
Australia

1.0%

AUD 1,477

STAGE IN CYCLE

Rents
Rising

LEASING DEMAND GENERALLY STEADY OVER THE QUARTER
•

Retail turnover growth in Victoria stabilised at 5.1% y-o-y between January
and May 2016. Growth remains strong in comparison to historical trends.

•

International retailers remained a major source of demand. It was reported in
2Q16 that UK department store Debenhams committed to their first Australian
store on Collins Street in Melbourne.

Financial Indices
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100

SUPPLY REMAINS MODEST COMPARED WITH HISTORICAL AVERAGE LEVELS

•

Two projects completed in 2Q16, the AUD 665 million extension to QIC’s
Eastland Shopping Centre in Ringwood (35,000 sqm) and LaSalle Investment
Management’s St. Collins Lane in the Melbourne CBD, which added 1,275
sqm, taking the size on completion to 9,000 sqm.
Vacancy increased across the CBD and in sub-regional and neighbourhood
shopping centres, but declined slightly in the regional sub-sector. Overall, the
average vacancy rate for Melbourne rose by 0.4 percentage points to 3.0% in
1H16.

FURTHER RENTAL GROWTH IN 2Q16
•

•

Retail investment yields recorded further compression during the quarter. The
median regional shopping centre yield tightened by 25 bps to 5.50%. Subregional yields were unchanged at 6.75%. Neighbourhood yields tightened by
12.5 bps to 6.63%. The median bulky goods yield tightened similarly by 12.5 bps
to 8.00%. CBD yields were unchanged over the quarter at 5.38%.
The volume of investment transactions remained low in 2Q16 at approximately
AUD 117.8 million following a low 1Q16 figure of just AUD 39.5 million.
However, these totals do not include the two shopping centres (Forest Hill and
Brimbank) that were sold by Vicinity Centres as part of an AUD 841.4 million
portfolio of four centres to Blackstone and Mirvac.

OUTLOOK: POPULATION AND ECONOMIC GROWTH TO UNDERPIN RETAIL SALES
•

•

Supply remains constrained given underlying demand from population growth.
Nevertheless, lower yields and healthy retail spending is likely to encourage
more development activity.
We expect a very moderate uplift in rents over the next 12 months and yields
are likely to stabilise at the low point for the current cycle.

Note: Melbourne Retail refers to Melbourne’s Overall retail market.
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Source: JLL
Financial Indicators are for regional shopping
centres.
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For 2011 to 2015, completions are year-end annual.
For 2016, completions are as at 1H16, while future
supply is for 2H16.
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Residential

“Residential prices continue to slide amid
faltering land sales and market uncertainties.”

HONG KONG

Denis Ma, Head of Research, Hong Kong

120

Seasonal demand boosted leasing activity during the quarter, though the
focus of enquiries remained on properties in the HKD 30,000–100,000 monthly
rental range amid ongoing tenant downgrading in the market. Among the
more notable transactions, a house at 42 Island Road (about 5,800 sq ft, gross)
was leased for a monthly rent of HKD 465,000.
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•
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Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL

LAND SUPPLY SHOULD MEET GOVERNMENT’S 18,000 UNIT ANNUAL TARGET
•

According to the government’s quarterly land sale programme for 3Q16, a total
of seven residential sites—capable of producing about 4,760 flats—will be
released for sale via public tender.

•

A total of 101 luxury units are expected to be issued with Occupation Permits
in 2Q16, including 39 units from Sun Hung Kai Properties’ Ultima Phase 2 and
21 units from CITIC Pacific’s Kadooria, both situated in Homantin.

Physical Indicators
600

INVESTORS CONTINUE TO PAY TOP-DOLLAR FOR ULTRA-LUXURY PROPERTIES

500

•

Despite a 27.9% y-o-y drop in the number of properties with a price tag over
HKD 100 million being traded, total considerations increased 55.3% on the
year. On The Peak, a local investor acquired a unit at Severn Villa for
HKD 232.0 million or HKD 170,463 per sq ft, SA; representing a record unit
price for an apartment in the city.

•

The decline in luxury property rents narrowed to 2.2% q-o-q in 2Q16 from 2.8%
q-o-q the previous quarter amid the seasonal uptick in leasing activity during
the school summer holidays when expatriate families generally have more
time to search for new homes.

400
Units

HKD 42.6

With more buyers returning to the market to look for bargains, home sales
more than doubled to reach 13,700 in 2Q16, after falling to a 20-year low of
6,221 in 1Q16. To stimulate activity in the primary sales market, developers
introduced aggressive financing schemes or resorted to outright price
slashing strategies.
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, completions are year-end annual.
For 2016, completions are as at 1H16, while future
supply is for 2H16.

OUTLOOK: INTEREST RATE HIKE NOW LESS LIKELY YET DOWNSIDE RISKS REMAIN
•

In view of Brexit, the expected hike in interest rates in the second half of the
year now looks less likely. Still, the city’s challenging economic outlook
coupled with the expected surge in new supply should continue to weigh on
sentiment. Hence, we maintain our forecast for capital values of luxury
properties to fall by 5–10% in 2016.

•

Leasing activity should continue to hold up through the summer season,
though the market will likely see a rise in break leases as a result of more
companies looking to restructure their manpower arrangements. All-in-all, we
maintain our rental forecast for a 5–10% drop in 2016.

Note: Hong Kong Residential refers to Hong Kong’s Overall Luxury residential market.

“Sales volumes are growing as buyers maintain
that prices will continue to rise.”
Steven McCord, Head of Research, North China

RENTAL
GROWTH Y-O-Y

SQM PER MONTH,
GROSS ON GFA

1.4%

RMB 128.6

STAGE IN CYCLE

Growth
Slowing

FEARS OVER RISING PRICES, UPGRADE DEMAND DRIVE SALES

•

Financial Indices

Continuing the trend started in mid-1Q16, sales volumes were strong in 2Q16.
This was mainly due to a surge in upgrade demand and fears from buyers
over a further escalation in prices. A total of 677 luxury apartment units
and 541 high-end villa units sold in 2Q16, up a significant 46% q-o-q and an
impressive 106% q-o-q, respectively.
Leasing demand for luxury apartments and serviced apartments was flat
y-o-y, despite the arrival of more expatriates, a major source of leasing
demand. However, three project closures triggered relocation demand.
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THREE SERVICED APARTMENTS WITHDRAW FROM THE LEASING MARKET

Three strong-performing serviced apartment projects, Lanson Place, Embassy
House and Somerset Zhongguancun, were closed for reasons unrelated to
performance. In the CBD, Ascott Beijing reopened after a year of renovations.
Total stock rested around 8,200 units.

STRONG SALES VOLUMES SUPPORT APPRECIATION OF CAPITAL VALUES
•

•

Developers raised prices, benefiting from increasing sales volumes. However,
fierce competition and the abundant supply of high-priced projects in the
luxury apartment market also restrained price growth to just 0.6% q-o-q.
Meanwhile, high-end villas were more popular in the quarter and prices
increased at a faster rate, registering 5.1% q-o-q growth.
The shrinking stock enabled some serviced apartment landlords to increase
rents slightly. As such, rents inched up 0.4% q-o-q. Luxury apartment rents
rose 0.8% q-o-q, supported by the active market. However, soft demand in the
high-end villa market continued to compress rents, by 0.9% q-o-q.

OUTLOOK: GIVEN ABUNDANT INVENTORY, PRICE GROWTH TO BE LIMITED
•

Less new supply in the luxury apartment market, but more new supply in the
high-end villa market is expected as more residential land is supplied outside
of the Fifth Ring Road. Though sales volumes in 2016 are expected to surpass
2015 totals, inventory is expected to take two-plus years to clear, putting
downward pressure on capital value growth.

•

One new serviced apartment project set to open in the suburbs by year-end is
not expected to influence the mature, centralised submarket. Rents will likely
be stable, but overall vacancy is projected to rise after the new project opens.

Note: Beijing Residential refers to Beijing’s Overall Luxury and High-end residential market.
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•

Rebounding sales volumes encouraged developers to launch their projects on
the market, especially developers eager to meet half-year revenue targets. A
total of 702 luxury apartment units and 498 high-end units entered the sales
market, up 964% and 221% q-o-q, respectively.

Physical Indicators
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, completions are year-end annual.
For 2016, completions are as at 1H16, while future
supply is for 2H16.

“Sales momentum fades after policy tightening,
but the long-term outlook remains unchanged.”

SHANGHAI

Joe Zhou, Head of Research, China
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Index

RMB 142.7

Growth
Slowing

Buying activity plunged after the local government rolled out a new round of
restrictions in late March. April sales volumes were down by more than half
from March. In 2Q16, Shanghai’s primary market only recorded 3.2 million sqm
sold, down 26% q-o-q. Sales in the high-end segment also fell 30% q-o-q to
609 units sold in 2Q16.

•

In the leasing market, demand from expatriates remained subdued as few
MNCs deployed new expatriates to Shanghai. Coupled with three projects
opening in the quarter, weak demand led overall serviced apartment vacancy
to increase by 4.8 percentage points to 16.8% in 2Q16.
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NEW LAUNCHES ACCELERATE
•

In view of the strong buying sentiment in 1Q16, developers accelerated their
new launches in 2Q16. In the high-end market, eight projects put a total of
1,482 units onto the market for sale.

•

In the serviced apartment market, Diamond Court re-opened in the quarter
after a major renovation. In addition, two new projects - One Sunland and
Parkview Lanson Place - opened in the quarter, adding 370 new units to the
leasing market.

Physical Indicators
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PRICES STABILISE AS SALES MOMENTUM FADES

4,000

•

After a surge in 1Q16, primary prices largely stabilised as sales slowed down.
On average, primary prices for high-end apartments edged up 0.9% q-o-q to
RMB 101,516 per sqm. Secondary prices also stayed flat through the quarter.

•

In the leasing market, projects in good locations raised their rents to cover
the new VAT burden. However, most of the projects kept their rents flat to
retain tenants as demand remained weak. On average, rents for serviced
apartments remained unchanged.
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POLICY TIGHTENING LEADS TO SALES SLUMP

Financial Indices
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OUTLOOK: PRICES LIKELY TO REMAIN STABLE UNDER TIGHT POLICY STANCE
•

With the local housing policy likely to remain tight, sales volumes in both
the mass market and the high-end segments are likely to stay low through
the remainder of 2016. However, Shanghai’s strong market fundamentals
mean that housing prices are not expected to witness a correction, although
inventories could rise significantly towards year-end.

•

Despite fading sales momentum, developers remain upbeat over the medium
to long term, as evidenced by the resurgence of land transactions in the past
three months. Supported by strong domestic in-migration, Shanghai’s housing
market still offers strong growth potential over the long run, given the city’s
status as a global financial centre.

Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, completions are year-end annual.
For 2016, completions are as at 1H16, while future
supply is for 2H16.

Note: Shanghai Residential refers to Shanghai’s High-end residential market.

“The investment market is performing
better than the leasing market.”
Ong Teck Hui, National Director – Research, Singapore

SQ FT PER MONTH,
GROSS ON GFA

–8.8%

SGD 3.58

STAGE IN CYCLE

Decline
Slowing

SALES VOLUMES IMPROVE IN 2Q16

•

Financial Indices

Total sales volumes in prime districts 9, 10, 11 increased 28.5% q-o-q and
34.4% y-o-y to 649 units in 2Q16. While the rise in 1Q16 sales was mainly
based on the launch of Cairnhill Nine, sales in various projects such as OUE
Twin Peaks, Cairnhill Nine and Ardmore Three sustained the increase in 2Q16.
The pick up in sales at several projects in prime districts was driven by the
incentives and discounts offered by developers. Discounts of up to 15% were
given in some developments such as Ardmore Three and OUE Twin Peaks. In
addition, deferred payment plans also emerged as favoured incentives for
buyers.
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DECLINING SUPPLY IN PRIME DISTRICTS
•

•

An estimated 500 residential units were completed in prime districts in 2Q16.
New completions slowed down and are expected to reach about 1,300 units
in 2016, which is less than half the 5-year annual average of 3,000 units
completed from 2011–2015.
Major developments completed in the quarter included 26 Newton and
Gramercy Park. As at end-2Q16, a total of 37 of the 180 units in 26 Newton had
been sold while only 17 units in Gramercy Park were taken up. Substantial
portions of newly completed developments remained unsold and contributed
to the higher vacancy rate in the quarter.
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Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
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SINGAPORE

Physical Indicators
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RENTS CONTINUE TO DECLINE; CAPITAL VALUES SHOW SIGNS OF BOTTOMING

•

Gross rents of Luxury Prime properties fell 2.2% q-o-q while those in the
Typical Prime segment declined at a faster pace of 2.9% q-o-q. The slowdown
in the economy has led to reduced housing budgets for expatriate staff in
many organisations. Businesses tend to prefer employing single expats and
expats with small-sized families to be stationed in Singapore.
Typical Prime and Luxury Prime capital values fell 0.7% and 0.5% q-o-q,
respectively in 2Q16. The relatively mild declines in capital values together
with the continuous increase in sales volumes indicated an improvement in
market sentiment.

OUTLOOK: POSSIBLE RECOVERY IN INVESTMENT MARKET
•

The residential leasing market is likely to remain weak due to a lacklustre
economic performance and restricted flow of foreign workers into Singapore.
Rents in Luxury and Typical Prime properties are expected to fall about 10%
for full-year 2016.

•

Market sentiment in the residential investment market was positive in 1H16
and if the current trends continue in 2H16, the market is expected to head
for recovery by early 2017. However, risks still remain due to the aftermath of
Brexit or other external events that may occur.

Note: Singapore Residential refers to Singapore’s Overall Prime and Luxury residential markets.
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“New luxury condominium projects continue
to see strong demand and rising off-plan prices,
despite saturation and stagnation
in lower-tier segments.”

BANGKOK

Andrew Gulbrandson, Head of Research, Thailand
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•

The number of new off-plan units sold in completed projects slipped by more
than 20% in 2Q16 relative to the previous quarter, with 700 units being taken
up. Most unit sales, including pre-sales, are being driven by local demand,
though certain projects are seeing as much as 40% of demand coming from
overseas buyers.
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LABOUR SHORTAGE AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS CAUSE DELAYS IN COMPLETIONS
•

Eleven condominiums – one ultra-luxury, three luxury and seven high-end
projects - were scheduled to complete in 2Q16, but eight were delayed due to
a labour shortage and long holidays. The three prime grade projects that were
completed added 700 units to the existing stock, which now stands at 34,800 units.

•

No new luxury apartment projects were launched or completed in 2Q16. The
Ebony Wing apartment complex is presently converting to hotel use. The luxury
apartment vacancy rate decreased to 7.0% amidst robust expatriate demand.

Physical Indicators
9,000

DEVELOPERS SECURE PRIME PLOTS AND PROJECTS; RENTS REMAIN STABLE

8,000
7,000

•

Net effective rents remained stable at THB 458 per sqm per month, a slight
decrease of 0.1% q-o-q. Apartment rents increased 0.8% q-o-q to THB 285 per
sqm per month. Capital values rose to THB 113,144 per sqm with market yields
decreasing to 4.9%.

•

Chewathai PCL acquired a partially-built luxury condominium project, AQ Aria
Asoke, from AQ Estate PCL for THB 586 million. EMC PCL acquired a prime
land plot in the Thong Lor neighbourhood on soi Sukhumvit 36 for THB 251
million for developing a new condominium project.

6,000
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THB 514

Five new condominium projects were launched during the quarter with a
combined sales rate of 36%. The most high-profile launch was KRAAM by
NYE Estate, which is a 128 unit luxury project on Sukhumvit Road in the Phrom
Phong neighbourhood that achieved a pre-sales rate of 60%.
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OUTLOOK: PRIME CONDOS EXPECTED TO SEE ROBUST DEMAND
•

A total of 8,400 new prime segment condominium units from twenty seven
projects in Central Bangkok and the Central East are expected to complete
by end-2016, with another 3,500 units expected to complete by end-2017. It is
highly likely that some projects will continue to face construction delays due
to a labour shortage.

•

Despite a weak overall economy and continued pressure on consumer
purchasing power from high household debt levels, we expect demand for
higher-end condo products to remain strong, as most buyers / investors in
the prime segments are highly liquid and do not face the same debt servicing
requirements as mass market buyers.

Note: Bangkok Residential refers to Bangkok’s Central High-end and Luxury residential market.

“The long-awaited tax amnesty has the potential
to kick-start growth in the luxury
condominium market.”

JAKARTA

James Taylor, Head of Research, Indonesia

SQM PER ANNUM,
NET EFFECTIVE ON NLA

7.2%

IDR 3,464,483

STAGE IN CYCLE

Rents
Stable

LUXURY BUYERS YET TO RETURN TO THE SALES MARKET

•

Financial Indices

Currency depreciation, relatively subdued economic growth and adjustments
to taxes caused buyers to be cautious in 2015 and sales have yet to
significantly improve as sentiment remains weak. In 2Q16, sales demand
remained strongest in the middle and middle-low segments where
affordability is greater and the tax burden lower.
Demand for serviced apartments continued to be driven by embassy staff and
corporate employees on short-term contracts; downsizing in the oil & gas and
mining industries are such that demand from these segments has dried up.
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•

•

No new serviced apartments or luxury condominiums were physically
completed in 2Q16. As luxury condominium demand has been weak since the
middle of 2015, few high-end projects have been launched since that time.
Serviced apartment vacancy rates remained in double digits in 2Q16 and
several serviced apartment operators are now accepting shorter contract
periods; daily and weekly rates are now common in some projects as
landlords try to achieve target occupancy levels.
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•

Double-digit serviced apartment vacancy rates were such that landlords were
cautious about raising rents in 2Q16 and rental levels remained flat q-o-q.
While the serviced apartment supply pipeline remained thin, developers
continued to express strong interest in the condominium market.

OUTLOOK: MEDIUM- TO LONG-TERM DEMAND FOR CONDOS TO IMPROVE
•

We believe that persisting weak demand for luxury condominiums is due to
sentiment rather than affordability. Continued stability in the USD/IDR
exchange rate, an improving macroeconomic environment and clear,
consistent communication on future adjustments to taxes would likely
improve buyers’ confidence.

•

Serviced apartment rents are likely to decline over the next 12 months as
vacancy is likely to remain relatively high. Low commodity prices are
expected to continue to impact the oil & gas and mining sectors, meaning
expatriate demand from this important segment is likely to remain weak.

Note: Jakarta Residential refers to Jakarta’s Luxury condominium and serviced apartment markets.
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The long-awaited tax amnesty bill was passed in June. While implementation
and market reaction remain uncertain, there is the potential for huge sums of
capital to be repatriated and ultimately invested in property. Indirect benefits
should also be felt in terms of improving sentiment in the residential market on
the back of rupiah appreciation.
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CONTINUED STRONG INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR INTEREST IN CONDOMINIUMS
•
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•
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“Rental growth slows amid ongoing weakness in
key sectors driving demand.”

HONG KONG

Denis Ma, Head of Research, Hong Kong
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Physical Indicators

Leasing activity was largely driven by tenant relocation rather than expansion.
JST Hong Kong Ltd leased 58,600 sq ft at Global Gateway after their existing
building was earmarked for revitalisation. Meanwhile, Pantos Logistics
consolidated its operations by leasing 46,800 sq ft at Asia Logistics Hub – SF
Centre.

WEAK DEMAND CONTRIBUTING TO A BUILD-UP OF MARKETABLE SPACE
•

The overall vacancy rate remained broadly stable at 2.9% in 2Q16. Still, a
considerable amount of marketable space is building up behind the scenes.
Given the ongoing weakness in demand, around 700,000 sq ft of floor space
may potentially be returned to the market in the second half of 2016.

•

No new supply was completed in 2Q16.

RENTAL GROWTH SLOWS BUT A SOLID UPTICK IN CAPITAL VALUES

500

•

Warehouse rents appear to be nearing a peak after growing at their slowest
rate in a quarter since 2Q12. Supported by sustained demand for affordable
space, lift access warehouse rents were able to edge higher, offsetting
declines in relatively more expensive ramp access warehouses and
preventing rents in the overall market from declining for the first time since
the GFC.

•

Capital values in the warehouse market continued to be supported by recordsetting transactions, putting further pressure on market yields. In the largest
industrial property transaction on record, China Resources Enterprises
acquired NWS Kwai Chung Logistics Centre for HKD 3.75 billion.
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The value of total exports slid 1.2% y-o-y in April–May, with goods bound for
China dropping 2.0%. The value of imports also decreased 4.4% y-o-y.
Airfreight cargo and container throughput dropped 0.1% and 9.2% y-o-y,
respectively, over the same two-month period.
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OUTLOOK: VACANCY SET TO RISE FURTHER OVER THE REMAINDER OF THE YEAR
•

Given those goods bound for the EU account for less than 5% of Hong Kong’s
total exports, any impact from Brexit will likely be minimal. Of greater
importance will be the performance of the Chinese economy, which continues
to follow a downward trend. Coupled with slowing domestic consumption,
warehouse demand is likely to further weaken. As such, we forecast rents to
now end the year down 0–5%.

•

Although the rental market is forecasted to further soften, the long-term
investment story for the sector remains solid - limited supply coupled with the
potential for increased demand from the completion of new transport
infrastructure. Against this backdrop, capital values are likely to remain well
supported over the near term in 2016.

Note: Hong Kong Industrial refers to Hong Kong’s Industrial Warehouse market.

“Vacancy edges up for the first time in a year
under the slower economy, restraining
rental growth.”

BEIJING

Steven McCord, Head of Research, North China

SQM PER DAY,
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RMB 1.13
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NET TAKE-UP OF 56,000 SQM IN 2Q16, DOWN A SIGNIFICANT 51% Q-O-Q

•

Financial Indices

Many companies hesitated to expand under the slowing economy, but
cash-rich industry giants or state-owned companies still sought large units.
However, the limited availability of large units held back deals. Net take-up
was largely driven by the wholly leased Golden Road Logistics Centre in
Tongzhou Logistics Park that opened in the quarter.
Continuing the trend from 1Q16, small vacant units took longer to lease out,
even in established markets. Meanwhile, some larger leasing transactions
were recorded in areas surrounding Beijing, such as Tianjin’s Wuqing.
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VACANCY RISES SLIGHTLY, FOR THE FIRST TIME IN ONE YEAR
•

•

Golden Road Logistics Centre, the only new completion in 2Q16, brought 74,400
sqm of new supply to the market. As the whole project was leased to a cold
storage logistics operator, the project did not bring pressure to the market.
Several small units emerged in the market, resulting in the vacancy rate at
Beijing Airport Logistics Park increasing to 2.5% in 2Q16 after it was fully
occupied in 1Q16. The overall vacancy rate increased slightly to 2.9% at end2Q16, up 0.9 percentage points q-o-q.

90
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Some developers expanded their presence in Beijing through the purchase
of legacy industrial facilities from small, local landlords. For example, Blogis
purchased an 83,000 sqm industrial land plot in Shunyi District, planning to
reconstruct an existing factory on this land into its first high-end warehouse
project in Beijing.

OUTLOOK: RENTAL GROWTH TO BE MARGINAL IN THE SECOND HALF OF THE YEAR
•

Zenith Logistics Park and GLP Park Pinggu Phase II are scheduled to
complete by end-2016, adding around 84,200 sqm of new supply to the market.
With both buildings located in remote, emerging submarkets, they are not
expected to bring pressure to mature submarkets and could help relieve pentup demand for larger units.

•

Although demand is softening, considering the limited supply, especially in
mature submarkets, landlords of existing projects in sought-after locations
should still have opportunities to raise rents.

Note: Beijing Industrial refers to Beijing’s Prime non-bonded logistics market.
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•

Slower leasing progress in mature submarkets resulted in landlords needing
to balance rental growth and tenant quality. Most landlords still prefer to
maintain or attract high-quality tenants instead of quoting higher rents. As a
result, chain-linked rents were flat at RMB 1.13 per sqm per day in 2Q16.
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RENTS FLAT IN THE QUARTER
•
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“Net absorption declines from the previous
quarter’s record high, but inquiry levels
remain strong.”

SHANGHAI

Joe Zhou, Head of Research, China
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ABSORPTION IN NEW COMPLETIONS OFFSET BY LEASE EXPIRATIONS

Financial Indices
140

•

Net absorption in the non-bonded market reached only 2,600 sqm in 2Q16 due
to slow leasing progress in recent completions as well as lease expirations in
existing projects. High inquiry levels indicated that overall demand was stable
and newly available space is expected to be leased quickly.

•

E-commerce companies and their 3PL partners remained active. Performance
among 3PLs varied; while some big players continued to expand across the
city to serve their customers’ growing businesses, other small 3PLs chose to
leave upon lease expirations after their clients pulled back from Shanghai.
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•

GLP completed two projects totalling 450,000 sqm: the non-bonded GLP
Baoshan (250,000 sqm) and the bonded GLP Waigaoqiao (200,000 sqm). Both
projects entered the market with limited leasing progress.

•

Non-bonded vacancy rose to 14.1% as a result of the quarter’s large supply
and low absorption. Given that a large portion of existing vacant space is
under serious negotiation with various tenant types, we expect the rise in
vacancy to be short-lived.

Physical Indicators
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RENTAL GROWTH REMAINS FLAT ON LIKE-FOR-LIKE BASIS

600

•

Non-bonded spot rents edged down to RMB 1.29 per sqm per day as GLP’s
Baoshan project offered generous incentives to attract tenants. However,
chain-linked rental growth remained generally stable in spite of rising
vacancy, as landlords’ sentiment was supported by solid inquiry levels.

•

The investment market remained active as investors explored more en bloc
transactions. For example, Goodman acquired a 34,500 sqm warehouse in
Jiaxing from Ascendas’ A-REIT for USD 19 million. We expect more asset
transactions as developers and investors are actively managing their
portfolios across China.
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OUTLOOK: RENTS TO CONTINUE GROWING AT A MODERATE PACE IN 2016
•

Three projects totalling 192,000 sqm are scheduled for the rest of 2016, which
combined with the supply in the first half should push annual supply to a
record high. That said, we expect non-bonded vacancy to fall by the end of
the year, as stable demand absorbs most of the upcoming space.

•

We expect rental growth in 2016 to be moderate as landlords exercise caution
in raising rents, especially in less popular submarkets where demand is more
limited. That said, rental growth is likely to be stronger in landlord favourable
submarkets such as Qingpu and Minhang, as tenants there are inclined to pay
a premium for better locations.

Note: Shanghai Industrial refers to high-quality modern warehouses in Shanghai city.

“More affordable rents for new supply drive net
absorption above expectations.”

TOKYO

Takeshi Akagi, Head of Research, Japan

TSUBO PER MONTH,
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–1.4%

JPY 4,126
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NET TAKE-UP IN 1H16 APPROACHES RECORD 2015 LEVEL

•

Financial Indices

The industrial production index posted a decrease of 2.3% m-o-m in May to
95, with output in 13 of 16 sectors dropping. Exports also dipped in May, falling
11.3% y-o-y and marking the eighth consecutive month of decline.
Despite weakness in externally focused sectors, logistics operators remained
active as they continue to look for modern facilities that can better meet
their requirements. Net absorption reached 387,000 sqm in 2Q16, the highest
quarterly level on record. Net take-up in 1H16 was equal to about 90% of the
full-year 2015 level. New buildings opened with healthy commitment levels,
while recent completions in the Inland area also saw strong absorption.
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•

New supply in 2Q16 totalled 360,000 sqm, increasing total stock by 5.2% q-o-q.
The quarter saw the completion of four facilities in Bay and Inland areas,
including Landport Kashiwa Shonan 2 (GFA 54,000 sqm) and GLP Atsugi 2
(NLA 89,000 sqm), both of which were fully committed upon completion.

Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL

•

The vacancy rate stood at 7.4% at end-2Q16, decreasing 70 bps q-o-q and
340 bps y-o-y. The Inland area saw a decrease in vacancy of 290 bps q-o-q to
10.1%, reflecting high commitment levels of new supply and strong take-up in
recent completions.

Physical Indicators

•

•

Rents averaged JPY 4,126 per tsubo per month at end-2Q16, decreasing
0.5% q-o-q and 1.4% y-o-y. A rental decline was observed for the third
consecutive quarter, albeit the pace of decline was slower compared with the
previous quarter. The rental decrease in both the Bay and Inland areas were
attributable to more affordable rental levels at new facilities.
Capital values decreased on a q-o-q basis (-0.5%) but were still up on a
y-o-y basis (+1.1%). This marked the second straight quarter of decline;
however, the pace of the decline was slower. A major investment transaction
announced in the quarter was GLP J-REIT’s acquisition of GLP/MFLP
Ichikawa-Shiohama (55% stake) for JPY 15.5 billion.

OUTLOOK: RENTS AND CAPITAL VALUES TO GROW
•

Although the outlook for externally focused sectors is subdued, demand for
logistics facilities is expected to remain healthy as occupiers such as 3PLs
continue to look for modern buildings that better meet their specifications.

•

As such, vacancy rates are anticipated to decrease and support moderate
rental growth over the remainder of 2016. Capital values should grow in
tandem with rents.

Note: Tokyo Industrial refers to Greater Tokyo’s Prime logistics market.
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, completions are year-end annual.
For 2016, completions are as at 1H16, while future
supply is for 2H16.
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RENTAL
GROWTH Y-O-Y

“Substantial completions amid weak demand
exacerbate supply overhang, keeping rents
and capital values soft.”

SINGAPORE

Tay Huey Ying, Head of Research, Singapore
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Take-up in a handful of new buildings gained traction, driven mainly by the
relocation of occupiers from the science and IT clusters. Beyond these,
leasing activity in the business park segment was subdued, dominated by
renewals. No new tangible demand was observed.
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Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL

VACANCY UNDER PRESSURE FROM THE COMPLETION OF A MAJOR DEVELOPMENT
•

In 2Q16, there was substantial new supply estimated at 83,000 sqm, markedly
higher than the five-year historical quarterly average of 42,000 sqm. The main
contributor to supply was Mapletree Business City II on Pasir Panjang Road.

•

Substantial new completions, subdued demand and delayed occupation by
tenants of newly completed buildings due to fitting-out work resulted in the
vacancy rate rising to 19.5% in 2Q16. This followed the spike to 18.3% in 1Q16
resulting in part from the injection of Viva Business Park into the business
park stock in that quarter.

Physical Indicators
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HIGH VACANCY KEEPS RENTS AND CAPITAL VALUES UNDER PRESSURE
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SGD 3.74

The economic performance stayed lacklustre with drivers of demand for
business park space mostly limited to clusters from the information and
communications, and biomedical manufacturing sectors. The finance and
insurance, and business services sectors continued to suffer from the weak
business environment, resulting in increased consolidations.

110

•

With nearly one-fifth of the stock unoccupied, rents remained under pressure,
declining 0.8% q-o-q in 2Q16. Coupled with muted investment interest, capital
values also softened by 0.8% q-o-q in 2Q16.

•

While the overall industrial investment market witnessed improvement in
activity with sales volumes rising 89.1% q-o-q in 2Q16 to SGD 315 million,
supported by a handful of deals above SGD 20 million, activity in the business
parks segment was muted with no deals concluded for the second successive
quarter.
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Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, take-up, completions and vacancy
rates are year-end annual. For 2016, take-up,
completions and vacancy rates are as at 1H16,
while future supply is for 2H16.

OUTLOOK: VACANCY COULD SEE SOME RELIEF FROM THE TAPERING SUPPLY
•

The forces of demand for business park space are expected to stay largely
unchanged from 2Q16, although Britain’s decision to exit the European Union
poses additional downside risk to the slowing economy and the banking and
financial sector, and could impede investment in the short term.

•

Tapering new supply, coupled with the gradual completion of fitting-out work
and the eventual commencement of operations by occupiers who committed
to space earlier should give some relief to vacancy. However, rents and
capital values are likely to stay under pressure as the vacancy rate is still
expected to stay above 15% in the short term.

Note: Singapore Industrial refers to Singapore’s island-wide Business Park market.

“South Sydney remains the strongest precinct –
consistently strong rental growth and expectations
of more yield compression.”

SYDNEY

Nicholas Crothers, Director - Research, Australia

RENTAL
GROWTH Y-O-Y

SQM PER ANNUM,
NET ON GFA

–0.9%

AUD 112

STAGE IN CYCLE

Rents
Stable

STRONG GROSS TAKE-UP RESULT, WELL ABOVE THE 2Q AVERAGE

•

Financial Indices

The majority of occupier moves were in the Outer Central West precinct,
accounting for 80% of total gross take-up in the quarter. Demand was broadbased, with logistics, manufacturing and pharmaceutical firms all recording
large take-up of space in the quarter.
Toyota Motor Corporation Australia committed to a 38,780 sqm turnkey
development at Oakdale South, the largest recorded deal in 2Q16.
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SUPPLY PIPELINE TO INCREASE WITH THE RELEASE OF NEW LAND ESTATES
•

•

90

Ten projects totalling 160,413 sqm completed in 2Q16. The projects were
entirely pre-committed. The largest supply addition in the quarter was DHL’s
new 30,700 sqm distribution facility in the Oakdale Central industrial estate.
There is currently 270,800 sqm of supply under construction and due
to complete in 2016. Another 580,400 sqm has planning approval and is
scheduled to complete in the next two years.
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Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL
Financial Indicators are for Outer Central West.

PATCHY RENTAL GROWTH REFLECTIVE OF SUPPLY

15 major transactions (≥ AUD 5.0 million) were recorded in 2Q16, with total
sales volumes reaching AUD 448.8 million. Sales activity is still moderately
above the 5-year 2Q average of AUD 318.6 million.

OUTLOOK: MODERATE YIELD COMPRESSION PREDICTED
•

•

Portfolio acquisitions were a prevailing investment trend in 2Q16. This was
largely underpinned by institutional investors seeking income generating
prime assets.
Investment market demand is still tight and there is strong demand for prime
assets with long WALEs. Offshore groups still have Australian investment
mandates.

Note: Sydney Industrial refers to Sydney’s industrial market (all grades).
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For 2011 to 2015, take-up and completions are yearend annual. For 2016, take-up and completions are
as at 1H16, while future supply is for 2H16.
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•

Rental growth was patchy in Sydney, with rents growing strongly in South
Sydney, but under downward pressure in the Outer Western precincts. Inner
West and North precincts rents stabilised in the quarter.

Thousand sqm

•

“Melbourne’s industrial market records the
strongest take-up nationally.”

MELBOURNE

Dr David Rees, Head of Research, Australasia

140

Rents
Stable

•

Strong retail turnover growth figures in Victoria are feeding through to
occupier demand for industrial space. 73% of take-up by GLA in 2Q16 was for
companies in either the retail or logistics sectors.
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AUD 85

Gross take-up of 146,900 sqm was recorded in 2Q16. The West and South
East precincts accounted for 81% of annual gross take-up combined. Gross
take-up volumes were focused on the existing space market in the quarter
accounting for 58% of all transactions. However, over the last 12 months, the
new build market dominated activity.
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•

New supply in 2Q16 was concentrated in the West precinct with three out
of four projects completing in the precinct. Overall, the precinct accounted
for 76% of new supply in Melbourne over quarter. A strong pipeline of
developments under construction will take the total additional supply for the
year close to the long-term average.

•

The largest project to complete in 2Q16 was Dexus Property Group’s purposebuilt warehousing facility for Kathmandu. The 25,650 sqm facility is located at
194-440 Dohertys Road, Truganina in the West.

Arrows indicate 12-month outlook
Index base: 4Q11 =100
Source: JLL
Financial Indicators are for South East.
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•

Investment transaction volumes totalled AUD 138.6 million (13 sales) in 2Q16,
significantly down on transaction levels of the previous two years.

•

Prime investment yields compressed at the lower end to 6.25% – 6.75% in the
West and compressed at the tighter end in the North to 6.25%-7.50%, while
South East precincts remained stable at 6.50% - 7.50%.
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A SECOND QUARTER OF ABOVE AVERAGE GROSS TAKE-UP
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OUTLOOK: YIELD COMPRESSION; MORE CORE DISTRIBUTION ASSETS TO TRADE
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•

Despite the relatively slow start to the year, supply levels are anticipated to
be strong in 2016, remaining on par with the 2014 and 2015 levels. There is
currently 335,000 sqm of supply currently under construction and scheduled
to complete in 2016 and 212,000 sqm in 2017. A further 386,000 sqm with plans
approved with completion expected through to 2018.

•

The pace of yield compression is slowing as the market reaches the bottom of
the yield cycle.

Completions

Future Supply

Source: JLL
For 2011 to 2015, take-up, completions and vacancy
rates are year-end annual. For 2016, take-up and
completions are as at 1H16, while future supply is
for 2H16.

Note: Melbourne Industrial refers Melbourne’s industrial market (all grades).
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Hotels

“Hong Kong’s key source markets and trading
performance still in decline.”

HONG KONG
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Decline
Slowing

•

With the exception of Mainland China, visitation from all other top ten source
markets saw y-o-y growth as at YTD May 2016. Key markets such as Taiwan
saw visitation improving 2.7% y-o-y and South Korea saw a slight 0.5%
growth. Visitation from Philippines and Thailand saw greater growth y-o-y at
14% and 32% respectively, albeit from a lower base.
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OWNER-OPERATED MIDSCALE HOTELS DOMINATE FUTURE SUPPLY
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Source: STR Global, JLL
Note: MAA - Moving Annual Average

•

The 161-room Cruise Hotel is the only hotel that opened during 2Q16. Since
the start of 2016, a total of five hotels comprising 406 rooms opened.

•

Approximately 2,113 rooms will be added to market stock in the remaining
quarters of 2016 if all projects materialise. The hotel pipeline comprises
predominantly owner-operated economy and midscale hotels with the
exception of some international brands, such as the 545-room Kerry Hotel and
the 263-room Hilton Garden Inn.

Major Additions to Hotel Supply
3,500

No. of rooms

STAGE IN REVPAR CYCLE

Depreciation of the Chinese Renminbi and local tension towards Mainland
China have contributed to a decline in visitation from Mainland China, Hong
Kong’s top source market, which recorded a drop of 11.8% y-o-y to 17.2 million
as at YTD May 2016. Positive performances from other markets slightly offset
the decline, leading total visitors to decline less severely by 8.4% y-o-y.
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TRADING PERFORMANCE CONTINUES TO DECLINE ACROSS ALL SEGMENTS

2,500

•

As at YTD May 2016, occupancy of luxury hotels declined by 1.1 percentage
points to 76.1% while ADR dipped by 1.4% y-o-y to HKD 3,484, leading to a
marginal Revenue Per Available Room (RevPAR) decrease of 2.8% y-o-y to
HKD 2,650.

•

On a moving monthly average basis, RevPAR declined from HKD 2,775 to HKD
2,671 in May 2016.
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OUTLOOK: NEW SUPPLY AND ECONOMIC UNCERTAINTIES MAY LIMIT GROWTH
•

Ongoing weakness in trading performance in the short to medium term.
Various factors such as currency depreciation of other major tourist markets
as well as the socio-political tension with Mainland China have put a damper
on the city’s outlook in the short to medium term. However, we are cautiously
optimistic that hotel performance is likely to stabilise over the medium to
long-run, as Hong Kong has proven itself to be a resilient city on the back of
its multi-faceted appeal for leisure, corporate as well as Meeting, Incentives,
Conventions and Exhibitions (MICE) demand.

•

Brexit is expected to increase volatility within Hong Kong’s hotel market. In
2015, the United Kingdom market accounted for 1.6% of overnight visitation to
Hong Kong. As the British Pound depreciates, tourist arrivals from the UK may
temporarily decline.

Source: Industry sources, JLL
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YTD MAY 2016

•
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INTERNATIONAL VISITOR ARRIVALS CONTINUE TO DECLINE

Luxury Hotel Trading Performance

ADR / RevPAR (HKD)

Frank Sorgiovanni, Senior Vice President, Strategic Advisory,
Asia – Hotels & Hospitality Group

Note: Hong Kong Hotels refers to Hong Kong’s Luxury hotel market.

REVPAR
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YTD MAY 2016

STAGE IN REVPAR CYCLE

6.1%

RMB 686

RevPAR
Rising

CONTINUED DECREASE IN INTERNATIONAL VISITATION IN 2Q16

Zhongguancun has set up a technology park in Heidelberg, Germany. It is the
second overseas Zhongguancun Technology Park, the first being located in
Silicon Valley. With the investment, Beijing foresees more interaction with
Germany, helping to generate greater international corporate demand.

Upscale Hotel Trading Performance
1,200

•

In 2Q16, there were limited hotel openings and this included the 226-room
Tylfull Hotel, located in Zhongguancun Area, indicating a slowdown in the
pace of hotel developments in the city.
For the remainder of 2016, two internationally branded hotels are expected
to open, namely the 320-room Intercontinental Beijing City Centre located in
the commercial centre of Sanlitun, and the 380-room Hualuxe Hotel Xinan
rebranded from Beijing Xinan Hotel located in south-west Beijing.

On a moving annual average basis, RevPAR was registered at RMB 702 in
May 2016, increasing by 5.1% y-o-y.

OUTLOOK: IMPROVED CONNECTIVITY AND MAJOR EVENTS TO DRIVE DEMAND
•

•

The government’s recently released master plan includes an expansion of the
rail system from 554 to 900 miles, with construction of Subway Line 7 phase
2, Batong Line phase 2 and railways connecting suburban areas. Enhanced
accessibility should further support the economy in the Jing-jin-ji area,
boosting the Beijing tourism and corporate market.
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Major Additions to Hotel Supply
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•

As at YTD May 2016, occupancy increased by 2.3 percentage points y-o-y to
66.3%. During the same period, Average Daily Rate (ADR) increased by 2.4%
y-o-y to RMB 1,034, continuing the upward trend. As a result, Revenue Per
Available Room (RevPAR) demonstrated a 6.1% y-o-y growth to RMB 686.
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CONTINUED GROWTH IN BOTH OCCUPANCY AND ADR
•
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SLOWDOWN IN THE PACE OF HOTEL DEVELOPMENT
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•

As at YTD May 2016, Beijing Statistics Bureau‘s data shows that international
visitors to the city decreased 1.8% y-o-y to 1.6 million. Major Asian markets
saw sharp declines, with South Korea and Japan falling 10.7% and 7.4% y-o-y
respectively. Western markets likewise registered lower arrivals, with the
exception of the United Kingdom which saw growth of 15.1% y-o-y.
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Source:Yearbook of China Tourism Statistics,
Industry sources, JLL

In addition to the 2022 Winter Olympics in Beijing & Zhangjiakou, the 2019
World Horticultural Exposition located north of Beijing is anticipated to attract
international and domestic travellers which takes place for a period of 162
days. Currently, preliminary plans indicate that there will be five villages
exhibiting different cultures and other facilities including an office building,
commercial centres and a hotel.

Note: Beijing Hotels refers to Beijing’s Upscale hotel market.
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Frank Sorgiovanni, Senior Vice President, Strategic Advisory,
Asia – Hotels & Hospitality Group

ADR/RevPAR (RMB)

“Trading performance on the rise with growth in
occupancy and ADR in 2Q16.”

“Significant room additions in 2Q16; however,
performance continues to improve.”

SHANGHAI
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•

2Q16 saw six hotel openings in the midscale and upscale segments, adding
2,980 rooms to existing stock. Key openings included two Disney hotels
totalling 1,220 rooms, the 226-room Radisson Exhibition Center Shanghai
and 259-room Shanghai Sentosa Courtyard Hotel, the first franchise hotel of
Courtyard by Marriott.

•

Key openings in the quarter were mainly concentrated in Pudong New District
near Disney and Hongqiao area close to the new Exhibition Centre.

RevPAR

Major Additions to Hotel Supply

OCCUPANCY INCREASES BUT ADR REMAINS STABLE

8,000

•

As at YTD May 2016, Revenue Per Available Room (RevPAR) increased by
5.2% y-o-y to RMB 736, driven by occupancy growth. Occupancy continued to
improve, increasing by 3.4 percentage points y-o-y to 69%. Average Daily Rate
(ADR) was stable y-o-y, registering RMB 1,066.

•

On a moving annual average basis, ADR remained relatively stable in recent
months, reaching RMB 1,067 in May. Occupancy continued to improve (2.5
percentage points y-o-y), reaching a moving annual average of 70% in May,
and helped drive RevPAR up 3.9% y-o-y to RMB 754.
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SIGNIFICANT ROOM ADDITIONS IN 2Q16

Source: STR Global, JLL
Note: MAA - Moving Annual Average
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•

As over 3,000 rooms will be added in the rest of the year, trading performance
is expected to face challenges particularly in regard to room rates. However,
the opening of Shanghai Disney Resort in June has attracted nearly one
million visitors to the theme park in less than a month after it opened and this
is likely to generate demand for hotels going forward.

•

With the opening of the Shanghai Disney Resort and Polar Ocean World’s
expected opening in 2017, Shanghai Overseas Chinese Town, the developer
of Shanghai Happy Valley theme park, is enhancing its facilities by
developing three themed hotels and adding another water theme park to the
existing theme park. These developments will help to diversify the tourism
infrastructure in the Shenshan area.

Future Supply

Source: Yearbook of China Tourism Statistics,
Industry sources, JLL
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RMB 736

Asian countries remain the main source markets of international arrivals.
Visitors from the majority of countries showed growing momentum. However,
Japan was one notable exception with arrivals declining 2.4% y-o-y due in
part to a challenging economic environment.
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STAGE IN REVPAR CYCLE

Based on data from the Shanghai Statistics Bureau as at YTD April 2016,
international visitor arrivals to the city reached approximately 2.6 million
visitors, registering an increase of 3.7% y-o-y.
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INTERNATIONAL ARRIVALS SHOW STEADY GROWTH

Upscale Hotel Trading Performance
1,400

Frank Sorgiovanni, Senior Vice President, Strategic Advisory
Asia – Hotels & Hospitality Group

Note: Shanghai Hotels refer to Shanghai’s Upscale hotel market.

“Tokyo’s hotel market continues to see high
demand from international leisure tourists.”

TOKYO

Tom Sawayanagi, Managing Director – Hotels & Hospitality Group,
Japan

8.4%

JPY 46,969

RevPAR
Rising

INTERNATIONAL DEMAND REMAINS STRONG WHILE DOMESTIC DEMAND DROPS
•

Inbound visitation grew by 29.1% y-o-y to 9.7 million as at YTD May 2016.
However, the recent appreciation of the Japanese Yen (JPY) contributed to a
slowdown in growth relative to the same period last year which was recorded
at 44.9% y-o-y. The government revised its tourism targets and aims to attract
40 million foreigners a year by 2020 and 60 million by 2030.

Luxury Hotel Trading Performance
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NO MAJOR OPENINGS OF FOUR OR FIVE-STAR HOTELS IN 2Q16
•

There were no luxury hotel openings in 2Q16.

•

Over the second half of 2016, there are two major five-star hotel openings in
the pipeline, namely the 84-room Ryokan Style hotel Hoshinoya Tokyo and the
250-room Prince Gallery Tokyo Koicho, a Luxury Collection Hotel. Both hotels
are scheduled to open in July.

While there was no hotel sales transaction in the luxury hotel sector in Tokyo
during 2Q16, an 884-key four-star full service hotel, Grand Pacific le Daiba,
was sold in May. Hulic, a real estate company purchased the hotel for JPY
65.9 billion or JPY 74.5 million per key.

OUTLOOK: REVPAR GROWTH TO CONTINUE BUT AT A SLOWER PACE
•

2015 experienced strong RevPAR growth due to the weakening JPY which
helped to offset an ADR increase in USD terms. However, aversion to
emerging risks within the world economy as a result of Brexit may lead to a
stronger JPY at least in the short term. This may cause a slowdown in ADR
growth, resulting in a modest RevPAR increase.

•

With regard to the hotel investment market, the volume of hotel transactions
in Japan has been muted. This can be attributed to hotel owners’ preference
to hold onto properties in order to further benefit from recent cash flow
increases due to improved market conditions. However, investors’ appetite for
hotel assets remains strong.

Note: Tokyo Hotels refers to Tokyo’s Luxury hotel market.
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Major Additions to Hotel Supply
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•

Tokyo’s hotel market continues to see growth with Revenue per Available
Room (RevPAR) increasing 8.4% y-o-y as at YTD May 2016. This is attributed to
a healthy growth of 11.4% y-o-y in Average Daily Rate (ADR) while occupancy
saw a marginal fall of 2.7%. On a moving annual average basis, RevPAR has
been on a growth trajectory since 2Q12.
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FURTHER IMPROVEMENT IN REVPAR DESPITE A SLIGHT DROP IN OCCUPANCY
•
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•

A total of 12.1 million visitor nights were spent in Tokyo as at YTD March
2016, representing 12.4% of all visitor nights across Japan. International
accommodation guests, which account for 28.1% of total accommodation
guests in Tokyo, increased by 2.9% y-o-y to 3.7 million while domestic
accommodation declined by 7.7% y-o-y to 8.4 million.
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STAGE IN REVPAR CYCLE
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“Modest growth due to increasing arrivals from
Mainland China offset by macro–economic
challenges.”

SINGAPORE
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Major Additions to Hotel Supply

5,500

SGD 321

RevPAR
Stable

•

International visitor arrivals continued to grow in 2Q16. As at YTD April 2016,
visitor arrivals increased 14.1% y-o-y to reach 5.5 million. This is mainly due to
strong growth from Mainland China which recorded a 53.2% increase y-o-y
and other top source markets such as Thailand (+22.3%), India (+10.7%) and
Indonesia (+9.6%).

UPCOMING HOTEL SUPPLY EXHIBITS STRONG GROWTH
•

Notable hotel openings in the second quarter included the 293-room M Social
Robertson Quay, the 451-room Holiday Inn Express Katong, the 298-room Hotel ibis
Styles Singapore On Macpherson and the 395-room Mercure Singapore Bugis.

•

Other major additions to supply in 2016 include the 131-room Hotel Indigo
Singapore Katong and the 634-room JW Marriott Hotel Singapore South
Beach.

•

As at YTD May 2016, occupancy for luxury hotels in Singapore was 79.2%, an
increase of 1.3 percentage points y-o-y. Average Daily Rate (ADR) was SGD
406, decreasing slightly by 0.3% y-o-y.

•

Revenue Per Available Room (RevPAR) increased by 1.4% y-o-y to SGD 321 as
at YTD May 2016. On a moving annual average basis, RevPAR declined slightly
from SGD 326 in May 2015 to SGD 324 in May 2016.
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PERFORMANCE INCREASES AMIDST MODEST GROWTH IN OCCUPANCY
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OUTLOOK: SHORT-TERM HEADWINDS BUT FUNDAMENTALS STAY STRONG
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•

The Singapore Tourism Board expects modest growth in the tourism industry
amidst global economic volatility and a relatively strong Singapore dollar
which limits tourist spending. Tourism receipts are forecast to grow between
0 and 2% in 2016 to SGD 22.0-22.4 billion, even as international visitor arrivals
strengthen.

•

Key government initiatives include a renewed focus on marketing especially
to second-tier cities in top source markets and additional financing worth
SGD 700 million for the Tourism Development Fund to help the industry
develop tourism products, improve productivity through technology and invest
in manpower.

16F

Future Supply

Source: Industry sources, JLL
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STAGE IN REVPAR CYCLE

Individual spending falls due to economic uncertainty, decline in business
and Meetings, Incentives, Conventions and Exhibitions (MICE) travel, and a
relatively strong Singapore dollar.

Occupancy (%)

Source: STR Global, JLL
Note: MAA - Moving Annual Average
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REVPAR
GROWTH Y-O-Y

INTERNATIONAL VISITOR ARRIVALS GROW; TOURISM RECEIPTS STABLE

Luxury Hotel Trading Performance

ADR/RevPAR (SGD)

Frank Sorgiovanni, Senior Vice President, Strategic Advisory,
Asia – Hotels & Hospitality Group

Note: Singapore Hotels refers to Singapore’s Luxury hotel market.

Frank Sorgiovanni, Senior Vice President, Strategic Advisory,
Asia – Hotels & Hospitality Group

REVPAR
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YTD MAY 2016

STAGE IN REVPAR CYCLE

6.3%

THB 4,631

Growth
Slowing

INTERNATIONAL ARRIVALS EXPECTED TO EXCEED 2015’S RECORD

While Bangkok’s source markets have yet to be released, as at YTD May 2016,
visitor arrivals to Thailand indicate that regional nations remain key source
markets. Mainland China accounted for 30% at 4.2 million arrivals, followed by
Malaysia at 10%. Mainland China saw the fastest growth at 24% y-o-y, while
Russian arrivals signalled a recovery with a 17% y-o-y increase.

7,000

•

The upcoming supply pipeline comprises 2,338 rooms expected to be
operational by end-2016. 38.9% of new supply is concentrated in the upscale
segment, followed by 29.3% in the midscale segment. A significant proportion
of upcoming supply is planned in the Sukhumvit area at 17.9% of total supply
and 15.4% planned along the Riverside.
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•

The government expects Thailand to remain one of the leaders in international
tourism receipts within the Asian region. Bangkok tourism is expected to grow
on the back of infrastructure development as the expansion of the Don Muang
Airport shifts into phase three. This includes the renovation of the airport’s old
terminal, the development of a new passenger terminal which is connected
to an upcoming rail line, thereby reducing passenger hall congestion and
improving accessibility to the city centre.

•

The Ministry of Tourism and Sports plans to shift focus from growing the
quantity of visitors to attracting higher spending tourists. The Ministry also
plans to establish key industry partnerships with Emirates Airlines to boost
Free Independent Travel (FIT) to Bangkok.

Note: Bangkok Hotels refers to Bangkok’s Luxury hotel market.
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OUTLOOK: GOVERNMENT AIMS TO TARGET HIGH SPENDERS
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•

On a moving annual average basis, RevPAR has continued on a growth trend
since 3Q14, reaching THB 4,225 in May 2016, largely supported by growth in
occupancy alongside an improvement in ADR.
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REVPAR GROWTH DRIVEN BY INCREASE IN ADR AND OCCUPANCY
As at YTD May 2016, trading performance of the Bangkok luxury market saw
Revenue Per Available Room (RevPAR) growth of 6.3% y-o-y to THB 4,631,
driven by an increase in both Average Daily Rate (ADR) and occupancy. ADR
improved 3.2% y-o-y to THB 6,162, while occupancy rose to 75.2%.
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As at YTD May 2016, 723 new rooms have opened in Bangkok. Notable recent
openings include the 235-room The Well Hotel Bangkok in Sukhumvit and the
120-room partial opening of the Avani Riverside Bangkok Hotel, with its full
opening to add a further 128 rooms, scheduled for completion in August 2016.
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BANGKOK’S SUPPLY PIPELINE IS CONCENTRATED IN THE UPSCALE SEGMENT
•
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•

Luxury Hotel Trading Performance

Bangkok received 19.4 million international visitors in 2015, a 24.8% growth
y-o-y as arrivals recovered quickly after the Erawan Shrine bombing. As at
YTD May 2016, the city saw arrivals grow by 12.0% y-o-y to 9.3 million.
ADR/RevPAR (THB)
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“Bangkok luxury hotels trading performance at
record high.”

“RevPAR increases, however, the outlook remains
cautious amid weak GDP growth and significant
future supply.”

KUALA LUMPUR
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5.3%

MYR 335

Decline
Slowing

•

Deceleration of Malaysia’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth coupled
with the decline in global oil and commodity prices have contributed to weak
demand from the corporate and Meetings, Incentives, Conventions and
Exhibitions (MICE) segments.
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LARGE NUMBER OF NEW ROOMS ENTER THE MARKET IN 2Q16
•

A number of notable international branded hotels entered the market in 2Q16
including the 383-room Holiday Inn Express KLCC, the 247-room Oasia Suites
and the 206-room St Regis Hotel.

•

A significant number of new hotels are expected to debut in the market
over the next three years, including the W Kuala Lumpur, Four Seasons
Place Kuala Lumpur and Banyan Tree Signatures Pavilion, which will place
increased pressure on hotel trading performance.

Occupancy (%)

Major Additions to Hotel Supply
1,250

HOTEL TRADING PERFORMANCE IMPROVES AS ADR AND OCCUPANCY RISE

2,000

•

As at YTD May 2016, RevPAR grew by 5.3% y-o-y to MYR 335 supported by
increased flight connectivity with major key source markets and marketing
initiatives by the government.

•

The weakness of the Malaysian Ringgit has made Kuala Lumpur a more
attractive tourism destination especially to key source markets such as
Thailand and Mainland China. Aggressive promotions by airlines and travel
agencies offering tourism packages to Malaysia are also attracting visitors.
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STAGE IN REVPAR CYCLE

International visitor arrivals to Malaysia recorded a 6.3% y-o-y decrease in
2015 to reach 25.7 million. Visitor arrivals across the top two source markets
weakened as Singapore and Indonesia both registered y-o-y declines of 7.2%
and 1.4% respectively.
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YTD MAY 2016

•
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VISITOR ARRIVALS DECLINE AS CORPORATE DEMAND REMAINS SUBDUED

Upscale Hotel Trading Performance
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Frank Sorgiovanni, Senior Vice President, Strategic Advisory,
Asia – Hotels & Hospitality Group
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•

The significant supply pipeline over the next few years is likely to place
pressure on hotels to reduce rates in order to maintain occupancy.

•

Headwinds are expected to persist with corporate demand remaining weak
in light of the contraction in the oil and gas industry, depreciation of the
Malaysian Ringgit and weakness in the regional economy.

Future Supply

Note: Kuala Lumpur Hotels refers to Kuala Lumpur’s Luxury and Upscale hotel market.

Frank Sorgiovanni, Senior Vice President, Strategic Advisory,
Asia - Hotels & Hospitality Group

REVPAR
GROWTH Y-O-Y

YTD MAY 2016

STAGE IN REVPAR CYCLE

5.3%

AUD 224

RevPAR
Rising

BUSY EVENTS CALENDAR AND STEADY CORPORATE DEMAND

MODEST NEW SUPPLY THIS YEAR AND NEXT

•

No new hotels opened in Sydney in 2Q16, with the only addition this year
being The Sydney Hotel CBD (76 rooms) which entered the market in 1Q16.
The Aloft Hotel (136 rooms) which was under construction was cancelled due
to the government compulsorily acquiring the land it was being built on.
Room stock growth is anticipated to average 3.7% per annum between 2016
and 2021, with major additions including the Sofitel Sydney Darling Harbour
(590 rooms), Crown Hotel at Barangaroo (352 rooms) and the extension of Four
Points by Sheraton Darling Harbour (an additional 209 rooms.

STRONG FUNDAMENTALS SUPPORT POSITIVE HOTEL PERFORMANCE
•

•

OUTLOOK: ACCOMMODATION MARKET EXPECTED TO STRENGTHEN
•
•

Stable occupancy coupled with continued Average Daily Rate (ADR)
increases are expected to further push RevPAR upwards.
Whilst a considerable amount of supply is due to enter the Sydney market
throughout the next 12-24 months, it is anticipated that demand generated by
current infrastructure developments including the International Convention
Centre Sydney and Barangaroo should absorb these new rooms with no
material or negative effect to trading performance.

Note: Sydney Hotels refers to all grades of accommodation and includes both hotels and serviced
apartments.
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Major Additions to Hotel Supply

As at YTD May 2016, occupancy levels increased by 0.7% y-o-y to reach a
historic high. Higher occupancy coupled with rate growth of 4.6% y-o-y led to
Revenue Per Available Room (RevPAR) increasing by 5.3% y-o-y to AUD 224.
The moving annual average recorded in Sydney for RevPAR for the 12 months
to May 2016 was AUD 216, which is a record high.
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ADR/RevPAR (AUD)

Demand was strong throughout the first five months of the year and this
is expected to continue into 2H16, buoyed by Sydney’s extensive events
calendar.
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•

Marketwide Hotel Trading Performance

Sydney maintained a high occupancy level of 89% as at YTD May 2016, in line
with strong corporate and leisure performance.
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“Sydney’s hotel market continues to perform in
line with strong market fundamentals.”
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